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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING, OCTOHKK 5,

VOLUME 20

"Vere is Dose Tarn Little Revolutions, Anyvays?"

MURDER REPORTED

DOUBLE
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Few Are Killed but the De Monroe. Louisiana. After
Water and Lights Acquires
struction to Property Is
Quite Heavy.
Town Transportation.

Campers and Stole
Their Horses But Left the Women
Unmolested in the Wagons.

THREE SEPARATE TORNADOS
MURDERER

AWAY

AT A

DANCE

SWEPT

Leader of Murderers Is Son of Man Charged With Killing of
Colonel Francisco Chaves Several
Years Ago.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
traveling
overland,
Socorro. N. M., Oct. 5. Two Americans
camped on the east side of the Rio Grande near San Juan, on the
names
not being obtainable now. They
night of the second, their
had their horses stolen during the night. On the morning of the
third, tncy started in pursuit. During the day they found the horses
tied in some brush.
While untying their stock, both were killed by two young Mexi- cans, one by the name of Telles, a son of Domingo Telles, who is
now in jail charged with the killing or Col. Chaves.
The other, going by the name of Sals, went back to the scene
of the murder, and took the horses.
The wives of the murdered men remained in camp over the night
of the third and the morning of the fourth when they reported the
absence of their husbands to the neighbors. A general alarm was
given and a posse of citizens started In pursuit, accompanied by the
constable of the district.' who, upon a discrlptlon of the boys who
viBited the camp, arrested them. They have since confessed. They
are at present held by him waiting for the sheriff who will bring
them here to be placed In the county Jail.
Later It is learned that the men were killed on September 27th
and that young Telles gave away the whereabouts of the corpses on
Monday of this week wiille attending a dance. This led to his arrest.
The men are from Colorado, near Denver. Names cannot be gotten
yet. Rest of the story is all right.
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GREAT CHARITY WHICH
FAILS BECAUSE

IMPENDING

STRIKES

IN

NEW YORK CITY

New York, Oct. 5. Two impending
strikes here are attracting considerable attention. The Hebrew dentists
In the East side are forming a union
and will demand union wages and a
recognition of the union. In the
event of the employers refusing to
accede to their demands a strike Is
threatened. On behalf of some of its
members the Amalgana ed Waiters'
union has made a deman for an Increase of wages from $2 lo $2.50 a
day or evening, for waiting at weddings, balls and other festive events,
and the demand not being acceded to
strikes are ordered in a number of
PITTSBURG BOYS VISIT
THE QUAKER CITY halls in the more fashionable parts of
Philadelphia, Oct. 5. One hundred the city. Already the employers have
boys( known as Pitts- applications enough to fill vacancies.
and twenty-fiv- e
burg cadets, came to town toJay for a
visit of three days. They are quarter- NEW ELECTRIC LINE FROM
COLUMBUS TO LAKE PPORTS
ed at the Continental hotel, and are
Columbus, O., Oct. 5. Three trachaving a fine time. The boys are pupils at a school maintained by Henry tion companies the Columbus, DelaP. Hope, first vice president of the ware & Marion Street railway, with
Carnegie Steel company, and it Is his $3,000,000 stock and $2,000,000 bonds;
custom each year to start the school the Lake Shore Electric, with $7,500,-00- 0
stock and $7,500,000 bonds, and
team with an outing in some other
city. This is the first visit to Phila the Sandusky, Fremont & Southern,
delphia, and for three days, under the with $2,000,000 stock and $2,000,000
guidance of their instructors, the boys bonds are at present negotiating a
will be shown the many places of his- - consolidation to furnish a through
toric and other Interest here, and in line betwen Columbus and lake ports.
The three lines form a connection becidentally be given a good time.
tween the Everett Moore system and
the Shoeff system of street railways
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IN ANNUAL CONVENTION
Oct. 5. The Wisconsin

FASHIONABLE CLUB TO
SEE VANDERBILT CUP RACES
ew York, Oct. 5. The Binghamp-ancton ciut) canie lnlo town totlay ln t)me
to attend the Vanderbilt cup races,
They left Hinghampton on the morn- to()k lllncn at
inB of Jne n(j ln8t
. Stanford
idnev at noon, arrived
in the afternoon and remained there
during the night. They left Stanford
at 8 o'clock the morning of the 3d and
arrived at Catskill at noon, reached
Poughkeepslo In the evening, and
PRAYING FOR
mained all night, leaving Poughkeep- RACE ADVANCEMENT
sle on the morning of the 4th. The
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 5. The negroes party Is a large one and thoroughly
in this and other cities are fasting enjoyed the trip.
and praying today for the betterment
Republican State Convention,
of the race In America. This day was
set apart at the request of Bishop Al- - t "oston, Mass., Oct. 5. The Massa-exandWalters of the National Af-- ! nusett8 republican state conventionassembled in this city today. Exiovcouncil
erenor John L Bates presided. At- torney General Moody is chairman of
RETAIL DRUGGISTS
MEET IN ATLANTA ,,le comniittee on resolutions. Gov- n"1'Ilt?0U",, Jr ' ls 8 c"'1illata
The
National
Atlanta. Ca.. Oct.
Association of Retail Druggists today
close their convention, which has
a regular meeting of G. K. Warren
been in session here since the first post No. 5. G. A. H., will be held in
of the month. It is calculated that I. (. o. p. nai' tomorrow evening,
between 2.5wl and 3,ihm) persons were October 6, at 7:30 o'clock. A good
in attendance. Including over 400 del- - attendance is desired.
Vlsltine com- egates.
rades always welcome. J. G. Cald- well, post commander.
W. W. Mc- GLIDDEN COMMISSION
Donald, adjutant.
CONSIDERING CLAIMS
New York.
J. Ed. Haines, who was duck huntOct. 5. The Ulidden
commission has met at the Waluorf- - ing down the river, returned to the
Astoria and U considering the claims city this morning. His companions,
ln the awarding of the trophy in the Roderick Stover and V. Y. Walton,
Glidden touring race.
are returning to the city In a wagon.

State Association of Spiritualists wilt;
hold its annual convention in Sever- hall tomorrow and ' next day.
Harrison Barrett, president of the Na-will
tional association,
deliver the
lrnic:mi auuiess. ..ir. isa vt uson 01
Cleveland, a medium, will give tests
at the close of each session. The
convention will be in charge of G.
H. Brooks of Milwaukee, president of
the Wisconsin State association.
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DAILY

MAYOR FORSYTHE

IS VERY

AGGRESSIVE IN PROGRESS

CITY

Mobile Not Affected Though Places Is Making Little Town Remarkable
Near by Suffered Great Loss In
For Ownership of Utilities
In Whole Country.
Buildings.
Damage to

V
V

New York, Oct. 5. So scarce has
been the supply of best quality beef
that reports have lately been current
of manipulation of the market by the
big dealers.' Wholesale dealers in this
city say that the price of the better
ingrades of meat lias materially
creased during the past few months
and attribute the raise to increased
shipment to England. Beef from stall
fed cattle now costs from $6.95 to
$7.05 a hundred pounds on the hoof
and sells dressed at 10y& cents. In
June before the supply commenced
falling off, beef on the hoof could be
obtained at $6. DO a hundred pounds.

Washington, Oct. 5. The determining factor In the selection of Governor Charles B. Magoon as provisional
governor of Cuba was the fact of his
familiarity with all the laws of Cuba
and of the steps that were taken during the last American occupation to
It
organize a suitable government.
has already been determined that
there must be an election and the machinery for a fair election must be
constructed by the provisional governor. Another feature of the work
that will devolve on Governor Magoon
is that of securing improvement in
the laws of Cuba with regard ti the
independence of the Judiciary. The
subservience of the Judiciary to the
political power is one of the causes
of the present trouble.
Any persons aggrieved over the
methods of the government has no redress through the Judiciary, because
the Judiciary was not granted sufficient independence of political authority.
It is the intention of this
according to advices
government,
hero, to have such an improvement of
laws for the next Cuban
the
government
as will materially decrease the reasons for a revolution
and ancther Intervention by the United Slates.

KENT

New Orleans, Oct. 6. There were
at least three separate tornadoes ln

, t , t If,

WHY MAGOON GOT THE BEEF SUPPLY

OWNING CARS

WIND STORMS

Killed American

THE

IN AMERICA

IS SWEPT BY

BY TWO YOUNG MEXICANS

ONE OF THEM GAVE

FIRST CITY

IN GETTING

LAS VEGAS

LABOR

FROVJDM

Magnificent Armour Gift Has Wires All Down. Lights Out. Remembrance of Deaths In
Only One Reclpitent of
Employ of French Comand Power Cut Off
, Benefits.
pany Is Active.
From Factories.
TWO CONDITIONS HAVE
-

.

GOVERNMENT MAY SEEK
DAMAGE IS THE WORST
MADE IT NO GOOD
LABORERS ELSEWHERE
FOR GREAT MANY YEARS

Kansas City, Mo., Cct. 5. From
among stately trees that shade an
estate several acres ir. extent, rise
the imposing gables of a magnificent
$75,Oiii building, known
ln Kansas
City as the Margaret Klock Armour
Memorial Home for Aged Couples
The home is almost a palace and a
matron and servants labor faithfully
to supply the wants and make comfortable the solitary inmate who ls
mistress of all this grandeur.
It was not the original Intention
that the home should be the exclusive refuge of Mrs. Isadore Hatfield.
This condition Is due to peculiar regulations that were made for Its maintenance by its founder.
The late S. B. Armour, founder of
the big Armour packing plant in Kansas City, conceived the Idea of establishing a permanent charity and the
result was the home dedicated to his
widow, who supplied a large additional sum to complete and furnish it.
The dedication was the occasion for
an Impressive ceremony, but afterwards the aged couples came not.
This was due to a provision t hat couples must not be less than 65 years
of age and that an entrance fee of
$0u must be paid.
Finally Isadore Hatfield and his
wife bought an entrance to the home
and reigned supreme until about a
year ago, when Mr. Hatfield died,
Since then no others have come to
live in the big house among the trees.
"Yes, it's pretty and grand here,"
said Mrs. Hatfield, "and the matron
and everybody are good to me; but,
oh, I'm so lonely among all these
empty rooms and in these big halls.
I wish I had company here or I could
go to some little place where it
wouldn't be so kind of awesome."
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Eist Las Vegas, Oct. 5. All
communication with the outlying
world has been cut off by the
heavy snow storm of last night,
except by the way of toe Santa
Fe over the Western Union. The
snow fell to a depth of from
eight to ten inches, beginning at
6 o'clock last evening, and there
was about an inch and a' half of
precipitation.
The snow fall
amounted to several feet In the
nearby mountains.
The Santa Fe railroad reports
that the storm extended from
l.aniy to Trinidad, but was much
heavier north of the city than
here. Two hundred poleB of the
Postal Telegraph company are
down between Watrous and Max- well City and the railroad wire
will not be working before even- -

Washington, Oct. 5. Officers of the
isthmian canal commission are busily
engaged ln examining the proposals
recently submitted by contracting
firms for furnishing Chinese labor for
work on the canal at Panama. Be
cause of peculiar conditions surrounding the importation and employment of aliens in this work, complicated ln part by the adjustment of
some international
which
features
probably will arise, several weeks
must necessarily elapse before any
conclusions are reached and contracts
are awarded.
Some doubt ls expressed whether
contractors will be able to carry out
the contract which may be awarded
them for supplying coolie labor.
Preferably, on account of climatic
conditions, the Isthmian commission
desires that any laborers sent to the
isthmus shall come from the southern provinces of China.
In that section, reports received at
the Chinese legation show that not a
single Chinese newspaper favors the
exportation of Chinese to Panama, as
the experiences of thoe who went
there for the French canal company
are st ill fresh in the minds of the
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The oamage done ln this city

was the worst for years. It will
be several
weeks before the
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Colorado and Home Telephone
companies can repair the damage
caused by the storm so that any
kind of adequate service can be
given. The electric light com- pany has shut off its current and
people.
factories and shops have been
The Chinese were unable to withcompelled to close on that ac- stand the conditions then existing,
V and It is said that about 75 per cent
count until repairs are made.
Poles bearing heavy wires over
of those who went there died. Petithe city were snapped off close
tions from Chinese residents in Peru,
to the ground by the burden of
San Francisco and at Panama have
snow and lay across the streets
been seut to the government at Pekln
and shade trees with their heavy if asking that It refuse, its sanction to
foliage have been stripped like
any proposition proposing a permit to
corn stalks. The damage done
contract laborers to go from China to
ls incalcuable and the snow fall
Thus far, however, the Chiwas the earliest and heaviest for Y Panama.
nese authorities have refused to take
years.
ar t Ion, being entirely passive in the
mutter.
j
The suggestion has been made that
STATE CONVENTION OF
if the Chinese government shall in
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR terpose an objection to the departure
New Britain, Conn., Oct. 5. The of coolies for labor on the isthmus,
state convention of the Young Peo- the contractors as an alternative may
ple's Society of Christian Endeavor in resort for laborers to the Philippine
Connecticut assembled In this city islands or to the Straits settlements,
today for a three days' session. The near which the Chinese government
meetings are being held in the South tins no jurisdiction.
Any contracts for furnishing coolie
and Methodist churches, with group
meetings at the Y. M. C. A. rooms. laborers, which may be drawn by the
commission, will before beFather Clark, the founder of the Isthmian
movement, is here an will speak. ing executed, be submitted to the
Nearly every town in Connecticut has state department for Inspection with
sent a large company of young people. a view to avoiding any poes.ble naThe singing is very fine, the Chris- tional complications.
tian Endeavorers paying great attenTeit on Blood of Human Beings.
tion to this feature of the meetings.
New York, Oct. 6 Tests which are
Percy It. Foster of Philadelphia has
theory that the blood of
charge of this branch of the exer- based on the beings
and animals concises, and as he has had great exper- both human
a principle called opsonin,
ience at national conventions the suc- tains
which acts upon harmful bacteria, are
cess of the singing has been such as now
being conducted in the bacterito excite much enthusiasm.
ological laboratory of the board of
health, which will, It ls expected,
INTERURBAN ASSOCIATION
modify
if not
revolutionize
the
HOLDING CONVENTION method of treating diseases with ser5.
Columbus, O., Oct.
The annual um. As there is a wiJe variation ln
convention of the American Street & the power to resist disease, inoculapresented many difIntemrban Hallway association began tions with
its session in this city today. The ficulties, but it is now claimed that
Engineers' association and the claim by gauging the power of the opsonin
agents' convention have also been it Is possible to determine to a miconverted here. Electrical engineers nute
how large an Injection of
from all over the country are here. serum a patient will be able to reSchnectady, the electric city, sending ceive to produce beneficial results. It
a very large number. At the engi- is expected that the new method wllll
neers' convention K. H. Anderson of be of great value In the administrathe General Electric company, read a tion of serums for diphtheria, cacclnes
paper on "Economy of Car
for smallpox and possibly of tubercu"
lin for the treatment of tuberculosis.
I

NORTHERN MINNESOTA
HAS AGRICULTURAL FAIR
nibbing, Minn., Oct. 5. This city
today opens an agricultural fair, al
though there is not a farm within fifteen miles of the city. The fair Is
called-thSt. Louis county fair. For
two years the farmers of the county
have asked for a county fair, and at
last the business men of Hibblng have
taken up the affair, having become
impressed with the idea that the
lands along the iron ranges are good
for something besides mining. The
matter of a county fair was taken up
ln earnest and it was offered to Du- luth, but that city took no interest ln
it. The business men of this city
thereupon Joined with the association
and raised a fund of $5,000, which being judiciously divided into generous
premiums had drawn tbe farmers
from a wide stretch of farming lands,
and there Is a good attendance, and
an excellent exhibit of farm products,
with a noteworthy display of the min
eral resources of the Mesaba and Vermilion ranges, and an Indian sum
mer race meet.
Hens May Supplant Beef.
Washington, Oct. 5. E. W. Star-ne- ll
of Alexandria, Va., Informs the
bureau of animal ndustry that he has
a hen that In the year ending today-halaid more than 3ou eggs. Exclusive of the moulting season this is at
the rate of one egg every twenty-fiv- e
hours. This is believed to have broken the record.
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the vicinity of New Orleans today,
Including that which struck the city.
The verified loss. of life from these
disturbances up to noon was one man
killed.
What One of Them Did.
A small tornado passed diagonally
across the residential portions of the
city about 8 a. m. today taking off
roofs, tearing down fences and doing
other damage. No one is reported Injured. The tornado crossed the river
about Jena street in the uptown district and cut across to the rear of the
third ward, on the side which ls bounded by Canal street. The air was filled
with flying planks and other debris.
Great excitement was caused In the
districts affected by the twisted winds.
Second One was Worse,
A tornado crossing over near Au- dobon park swept ln a northwesterly
direction over the city, crossing Canal
street to Claiborne. It was preceded
by a thunderous
noise. Along its
whole path of 383 mik's or more, dam'
age was done. Telephone and tele
graph poles were prostrated and com
munication with many parts of the
city was rendered Impossible. Debris
Is strewn along Its track which put
the Peters avenue line temporarily
out of business. At Toledano and
Saratoga streets a new market ln
process of construction wag leveled
Five new residences ln that neigh
borhood! were raised. Negroes in Doug'
las square were picked up bodily and
blown away. Some damage was done
at the gas works In the rear of the
third ward. Much damagewas done
at the oil mill ln the same neighborhood.
A warehouse at Liberty and
Poydras was blown down, A heavy
lion car was turned upside flownrFuller Particulars Given.
A report brought ln from the neigh
borhood of Lake Ponchartraln outside
the city limits, is that lives have
been lost there. Later, the death of a
man named Howes was reported at
the lake, but these reports
lacked
confirmation. Although several deaths
are reported ln the ower lands imme
diately after the storm, investigation
showed that probably not a life was
lost here. Many of the injuries occur
red near Roberts street and River
front, where the Columbula oil mill
and the Jefferson saw mill were bad
ly damaged. A woman and child were
Injured by the blowing down of a
nouse at First and Magnolia streets.
The wind was accompanied by low
hanging clouds and a heavy rumble.
It traveled northwest until it reached
the fine residence portion of the city
at Bt. Charles and Napoleon avenue.
Here the damage was the lightest
done in any part of the tornado's
course. From St. Charles the wind
proceeded straight ahead to Marengo
and CarondaUt streets, where it steer
ed sharply to the northward and In
this direction passed out of the city.
The path of the tornado through
the city was from 30 to 60 feet wide
This narrow scene was strewn "with
bricks from demolished chimneys, do
me nea Doards, uprooted trees, fallen
telegraph poles and an occasional root,
It was the falling of these objects
which caused the most Injuries. A
peculiar feature of the disturbance in
the city was the fact that few persons
wunin a nan mile or the tornados
path knew there had been a storm.
Many Houses Blown Down.
Further reports of the tornado in
dicate that a number of houses were
blown down by the wind in different
parts of the city lying in th track
of the storm. At First and Magnolia
streets a house is reported demolished
and a woman and child hurt. A factory at Krate and Magnolia is also
reported to have suffered severely.
Four Killed at Pentchatoula.
A special from Hammond, La., on
the Illinools Central about fifty miles
from New Orleans, says, that the tornado struck Pentchatoula near there
this morning and did heavy damage
to property and killed four people.
Quite a number are Injured.
Destruction Worse Than Reported
The Jalalal skating rink at Eslan
and Carondolet streets was blown to
pieces and the debris scattered in
every direction. As reports come in
damages in the way of houses destroyed increase, lucre are reports
also of people hurt by flying timbers.
-

Not East Bound.
Ala., Oct. 6. There is no
storm ln or near Mobile, at this hour,
S p. m., but the wind is blowing at 30
miles an hour In the lower bay with
rain falling. The wind is expected to
reach the same velocity in Mobile accompanied by rain and lightning.
Mobile,

McCovern-Corbet- t
Fight.
Philadelphia, Oct. 5. Sporting circles are on the qui vive for tonight's
big event, ln which the redoubtable
Terry McGovern
will meet Young
Corbett. The bout is for six rounds
before the National A. C. Joe Humphreys superintendent Terry's preliminary work and McGulgan spent every
other day at Corbett's headquarters
and insisted upon his training. This
was rendered necessary by Corfu's
love for an easy life. A packed house
Is expected.
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THE CAR LINE.
5 cents.
Transfer None, There's only
one line.
Wages Conductors and motor IT
men, 35 per month (big for Mon- roe.)
Appointments By the mayor,
who manages the line. Council
approves.
Civil service Not yet.
Special regulations Employes,
not allowed to drink or gamble.
Length of line 6ft miles.
Fare

.

v.

Tracks

Cost

1110,000.

steel.

New Orleans. Oct. S. In spite of all
the talk of municipal and government
ownership of public utilities which has
been going on throughout the country
for years, It has remained for Monroe,
a Louisiana city of 16,000, to open the
nan with the first municipally owned
street car line.
On September 20 with an
southern barbecue and a general
jollification this street car line was
formally opened.
In the meantime
cars are being run over the line and
the people of Monroe are enjoying the
novelty of a ride on a street car line
which they themselves own. .
Eight) years ago Monroe elected as
mayor Dr. Andrew A. Forsythe. a
man with ideas. H believed ln doing things, and the first thing he wu
pledged to do by- - the platform on
which ne was elected was to make
Monroe an up to date city. The results of the last eight years show
man can do if he makes up
what
... .
his mind to do it,
'lhe year that Mayor itorsytfc first
new-stattook office Louisiana adopted
constitution, which permitted
municipalities to issue bonds for public improvements. At the election
$155,0)u was voted, Monroe being, the
first city in the state to take advantage of the new 'proposition, there being only eight votes against the issue.
This money was to be spent as follows: Street paving, $40,000; sewer
0;
system, $30,000; charity hospital,
high school building,
LJ.000;
light and power plants, 160,000.
Prior to this time the only public,
utilities ln Monroe were water and
lighting plants, which were owned by
private concerns. The service in both
cases was poor, and a tax of 3.5 mills
had been previously voted to pay the
private companies for service. The
new mayor had shown the people that
if these franchises were profitable to
the private companies they were much
more valuable to the city Itself. The
60,000 ln bonds voted for that purpose was used ln buying the two
plants, and Monroe had begun its
march toward complete municipal
ownership. The special lax was at
once abolished, and light and water
were furnished at the old rate. Since
then the two plants have been prac- tltfvnllw vohlllTt nonp mttphtnarv M.Mnv
over $50,000 saving been installed.
The bond issue proved Inadequate
for the carrying out of all the plans
made by the mayor, end recourse was
Had to the general fund to make un
the deficiency. For instance, only $20,-00- 0
had been voted for the high school
building, but so generously did the
general fund yield that the bulldlns
was bunt at a cost or $85,000.
So well had Mayor Forsythe done
by a very large
that he was
majority.
Then came the crowning
work of his administration, the campaign for a munlcipalLy-owne- d
street
car line. The fight began in 1903 and
was carried into the legislature ln
1901 it being necessary for the city
to secure a new charter before the
work could be undertaken.
Corporations which desired to se
cure the street railway franchises
fought the matter in the legislature,
but Mayor Forsythe and his friends
won out. In the meantime a special
tax oi 5 mills for 10 years had been
voted. The fund thus raised was to
be used for public Improvements, in
cluding, in addition to the street railway, a new city hall, city prison and
market bouse. Upon this tax and
other revenues to come were issued
"certificates of payment," bonds In
everything but name. Mayor
's
opponents attempted to discredit these securities and were so
successful that the raising of the
money was blocked for a year. Hut
the Indomitable mayor finally negotiated the certificates and the work was
begun.
In connection with the street car
line the city has purchased for $40.-00a trace of 130 acres for use as
a park and fair ground. To this park
the new car line extends. It has been
named Forsythe park. It contains a
summer theater, a track with large
grand stand, base ball (rounds and
other forms of amusement.
Hut even with all this success Mayor Forsythe lg not yet satisfied. As
soon as the street car Una and city
hall were completed he took up the
matter of intemrban car lines, and
is maturing plans to connect Monroe
by electric car line with all the towns
and cities within a radius of fifty
miles.
.
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ranged slightly upward, came out
an Inch alove tho right rye and
MNQ CITIZEN about
passed diagonally throush the board
wall of the barn.
MhM Bally Ml Weekly ty
There is no appearance of powder
Company
Publishing
CHUen
Ti
burns about the fare or head and
his family seoiita the ldt of suicide.
Mr. Shanley had gone into the narn
11 fwirfUi far taaWa ttnwi cae
to prepare some park saddles for a
trip to the mountains, which he had
arranged to take with friends. Tho
fell from
theory Is that his
his pocket as he stooped over the
pack saddles and was accidentally
I
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discharged with the result stated.
S
CPTYslaJ Paper of Bernalillo Cownty
Mr. Shanley had Just passed through
Mai Otjr of Albuquerque.
an exciting contest for renomlnatlon
as sheriff by the democratic party
fmm kfWM Dlapttchtt.
and was defeated by J. H. Thompson.
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Ho accepted defeat apparently with
Tat Urrrt Nnr Mult Circulation
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UP REFORMERS

INDIGNATION
AGAINST CONSTA
BLE RYNERSON FOR MIS LENIENCY FORCED HIS RESIGNATION.

onbbi
Colorado I?

For Delegate to Cong rets

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS,
of Bernalillo County.

The brutal and senseless murder of
J. P. Hurley, the Santa Fe switchman,
by the blackleg and dlvekeeper, Max
Miller, Tuesday night in El Paso is
still creating excitement there.
It
seems to have arrayed against each
other In a life and death battle the
forces of law and decency and those
whose business it Is to prey upon so
ciety.
The latest report Is that the deni
zens of Utah street, the
dis
trict of El Paso, are combining to
raise the sum of $10,000 for Miller's
defense while the citizens and the
railroad men on the other hand are
determined that If her is freed it will
not be for want of means to prosecute.
One of the developments of the past
twenty-fou- r
hours is that the deputy,
William Rynerson, who treated Mill
er with such distinguishing consider
ation, has resigned under a storm of
newspaper criticism and denunciation.
He accompanies his retirement with an
acknowledgement of his error, adding
thereto a trivial excuse, which, in the
present excited condition of the populace, passes without notice.
The most important, however, of all
the results of Miller's crime is the determination of the people to strike off
forever the unholy alliance which has
heretofore existed between the authorities and the slums, and the purpose announced on all sides to once
for all clean house so far as the low
saloons and trouble brewing dives are
concerned.
red-lig-

EERNALILLQ COUNTY

In compliance with a resolution

the county republican central

of

com-aaitt-

ee

of the county of Bernalillo,
Adopted at a meeting held at
N. M, September 27, 1906,
conrentlon of the republicans of

Albu-jaerau- e,

amid connty Is hereby called to meet
art th,e Elks opera house. In this city,
cam Monday, the Sin day or October,
at 7:30 o'clock p. m.. for the

10.

purpose of nominating a county ticket
to be Toted for at the next regular
election, which will be held on the
Sta day of November, 1906. The of- ers that will be voted for are as
One delegate

CRIME

SIS

f.rar br

REPUBLICAN TICKET

follows:

PASO

Kooto on Application

imtffjrfae oa
of tho popr.
nittaima ahoaU ho addnrafd la
gwa Oa
Pvauanme Compact. Xnvfta.
aaoaaflloo and oxpnoa wrttmmf oraVra
aaaae KTiba to ta ardor at tha
trfli oomfor
litWi oa Mr

In congress;

one member of the legislative council
of New Mexico, for the county of Ber- xtalillo; two members of the house
af representatives of
New Mexico,
Tor the county of Bernalillo; two
snembers of the board of county com
jntesioners ; one probate Judge; one
titrk of the probate court; one su
perintendent of schools; one sheriff;
one connty assessor; one treasurer

ht

MATTERS

ex-otO-

-

Ber-walill- o,

Mexico.

n

MONTOYA,

ARIZONA

Secretary.

SHERIFF KILLED

CILA

COUNTY
OFFICER FOUND
DEAD IN HIS BARN WITH
BULLET IN BRAIN.

At a few minutes afur

o'clock
Wednesday afternoon Ed. P. Shanley,
Mberiff of Gila county, was shot and
instantly killed by a bullet from his
pistol a 45 Colts, says a dispatch
lroin Globe, Arizona.
Shanley at the time was in the
fearn in the rear of his residence and
there were no eye witnesses to the
adttiotiog.
The bullet entered the left temple,

tii

5

MONTEZUMA TKUST CO.

like to buy your horse?
buy an Interest In your business?
buy that lot of ground?
of the maa who would buy your old bicycle?
n n .vsa w.-nlii' m who would
of the :nnn who would

....

5c3 for

5

ALBUQUERQU

C?? Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you
wii'iLi nasiiR3 tmd addresses

Cspfiai

"Necccasary to

South
cnok, at
A
,
Fourth street.
WANThD L'anvabHtr and solicitor
at once. Adilres J. B. this otllce.
On Furniture, pianos, Organs, Horses,
O
Sold by the
WANTED A fc'rl for general house- Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- work; small family. 519 West
nvenue.
CE1PTS, as low as 110 and as high as
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Lady's ticket for Chicago. 1200. Loans are quickly made and
WAN TIC
One month
Mrs. W, Young, 408 North Second strictly private. Time:
205 East Railroad Ave.
A
Q
to one year given. Goods remain In
street.
on your possession. Our rates are reason
WANTED Gentleman boarder
Call and see us before borrowALYARADO PHARMACY
Ranch, half mile from car line. Ad- able.
ing.
dress B, Ciliy.en office.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
0 First St. and Cold Avtbuo
WANTED To buy a camping outfit. Steamship tickets to and from all
Horses, harness and wagon. Inparts of the world.
OaXD
quire at 218 North Walter street.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
em
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED Help fumlBiied and
secured
ployment of all kinds
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Open Evenings.
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
Full Set of Teeth
proprietor, 109 West
L.. Colburn,
$6
Gold Crowns
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
WANTED A woman to cook and do
50c
Painless Extracting
general house work in a family of
two; no children. Apply at once
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
to 310 South Edith street.
Close In on North Fifth, at a bargain
ANTEED.
Gentlemen's second-flam- l
this week.
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. Also
house, close In, lowlands,
WANTED Good girl for general
for $2700.00.
preferred.
Mrs.
housework. German
avL. B. Putney, 624 West Copper
B. F. COPP.
enue
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
WANTED Physician from John llop-kin'Hospital, Baltimore, seeks an
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
110 West Gold Ave.
opening in New Mexico. Expert in
physical and microscopical diagTheir Unceasing .Work Keeps Us
nosis. Address A. A. Citizen office.
Strong and Healthy.
WANTED .Men and women in each BACON &
BASHINSKY
county as field managers to repreAll the blood in the body passes
through the kidneys once every three
sent, advertise and distribute samples of our goods. Salary $80.00
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood
REAL ESTATE AND LOANS
They work night and day. When
per month, paid weekly, and cash
205 West Gold
Auto Phone 578
500
healthy, they
remove about
advanced for expenses. No capital
grains of Impure matter dally, when
Position
or expenience necessary.
unhealthy sonde part of this Impure
permanent.
Address Northwestern
matter Is left in the blood. This
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue, PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
brings on many diseases and symp
ChlcPgo, III.
toms pain In the back, headache,
LAWYERS.
FOR RENT.
nervousness, hot, dry skin, rlrou
matlsm, gout, gravel, disorder of the FOR RENT New
modern
Ira M. Bond.
cottages. Frank Ackerman, Grant
eyesight and hearing, dizziness, lr
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
regular heart, debility, drowsiness,
ouilding.
N. W., Washington, D. C Pensions,
dropsy, deposits in the urine, etc. FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
But if you keep the filters right you
rooms for housekeeping. 524 letter patents, trade marks, claims.
will have no trouble with your kidWest Railroad avenue.
neys.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
Nazario Alarld, of Cerrillos Road, FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
or
cooking.
board;
without
home
que, N. M. Office, First National
Santa Fe, New Mexico, Bays: "I was
207 North Fifth street.
Bank building.
continually buying medicine for my
kidneys.
None of the medicine I FOR RENT The Roosevelt House,
E. W. Dobso.i.
309
West Railroad avenue. Ap- used had the slightest effect on my
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
kldenys or backache, at least I was
ply322 South Seventh street.
well Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
unable to notice any. When an at FOR RENT Apartments ' In Par
DENTISTS.
tack of backache reached the vldulent
View terrace, eight rooms each;
stage, I was compelled to stop work
steam heated, and all other modern
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
for an hour until the spasm disapconveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
Dental Surgeon.
peared. When suffering from an atGrant Block.
15
Rooms
and 16, Grant block, over
tack I got Doan's Kidney Pills. The FOR RENT A six room two-stothe Golden Rule Dry Goods company
remedy soon benefitted me In every
brick house, corner of Seventh Both 'phones. Appointments made by
way and removed every symptom of
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire mall.
kidney complaint. I heartily recomat Lommorl ft Mattenccl, 624 West
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
mend Doan's Kidney Pills."
No. 306 Rallrcfid avenue.
Tljeras avenue.
Office
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:., p. m.; 1:30
cents. Foster-MIlbuCo., Buffalo, FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, p.
m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Aphouses and flats for housekeeping.
N. Y., sole agents for the United
also ranch. Will take parties to pointments made by mail.
States.
board. Apply at 110 East Coal av
Remember the name Doan's and
PHYSICIANS.
54
enue. Mrs. Norrls.
take no other.
DA. R. L. HUST.
FOR RENT Nicely furnisned rooms.
Office, 68, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
LEGAL NOTICE.
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
Tuberculosis
treated with
Last Will and Testament of John
per night. Also rooms for light
Electrical
Current and
Condon, Deceased.
housekeeping.
Minneapolis
The
Germicide.
given each
To O. N. Mat ron and Patrick Kalla-he- r,
House. 524 South Second street, day from 8 a.Treatments
p.
m.
to 4
m.. Trained
executors
and devisees, Mrs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
In
nurse
attendance. Both 'phones.
Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon,
."CR SALE.
UNDERTAKER.
Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
Sisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn.,
Auto,
'phone
316.
Colo., Red 115.
Memphis, FOR SALE Goorl saddle and driving
St.
Joseph's Hospital,
A. BORDERS.
horse, cheap. 613 Marquette Ave.
Tenn.; the Sisters of Charity of CinClub Building. Black
cinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity of the FOR KALE Fire wood at the SiT Commercial
White
Hearse, $5.
and
perlor
Lumber
Planing
l,
Manda-larMill
Co.
and
Ieavenworth Branch, A. M.
ARCHITECTS.
superior of the Dominican Order FOR SALE Fine driving mare; also
second-han- d
in charge of St. Peter's church at
surrey. 1123 TIgeras
F.
W.
Spencer.
Room
Barnett
Memphis, Tenn.; Thos. S. Byrne,
Road.
bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister su- tOR SALE Furniture for sale and Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
Phones.
perior of St. Joseph's hospital at Alhouse for rent. Inquire 116 South
buquerque, N. M., and to all whom t
CIVIL ENGINEER.
High street.
may concern:
FOR
SALE
Furniture
of
J. R. Farwell.
You are hereby notified that the alhouse. In use less than a month.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
leged last will and testament of John
Snap. Inquire at 523 North Second
Condon, late of the county of Berna- FOR
NOTARY PUBLIC.
surSALE One double-seatelillo and territory of New Mexico, derey, horse and harness, cheap. Ap
Thos. K. D. Maddlton.
ceased, has been produced and lead
ply at 323 South Second street, or
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
In the probate court of the county of
)Z2 South Edith street.
,
Gold avenue.
Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico,
at an adjourned regular term thereof, FOR SALE Two choice lots in the
RODERICK
STOVErt,
E. E.
Grant tract, for $300. One-thir- d
held on the 1st day of October. 190C,
cash, balance $10 a month. A bar Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
and the day of the proving of said algain. See H. S. Knight.
leged last will and testament was by
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
A handsome Hardman Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
order of the Judge of said court there- FOR SALE
piano, in fine condition and almost 906 West Railroad avenue. Autoupon fixed for Monday, the 5th day of
new, at a bargain.
November, A. D. 1900, term of said
For particu matic 'phone, 179.
Iars.
court, at 10 o'clock In tho forenoon of
et this office.
An Awful Cough Curea.
said day.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
"Two years ago our little girl had
Given under my hand and the seal
at a bargain. Muat be sold. Forty
of this court this 1st day of October,
four rooms, all newly furnished, a touch of pneumonia, which left her
A. D. 1900.
painted and papered. The best pay with tin awful cough. She had spells
ing property in Albuquerque. Any of coughing, just like one with the
A. E. WALKER.
otfer acceptable. Call or address C. whooping- cough and some thought
Probate Clerk.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House, she would not get well at all.
We
o
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al
Albuquerque, N. M.
Renedy, which acted like a charm.
laved.
FOR SALE General
merchandise She
The Intense Itching characteristic
stopped coughing and got stout
business on the El Paso and
of eczema, tetter and like skin dls
In eastern
New
Mexico. and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Hussard,
eases Is Instantly allayed by applying
Brubaker, ill. This remedy Is for
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
Chamberlain's Salve, and many sefor right party. Can ex- sale by all druggists.
vere cases have been permanently
o
plain good reason for selling. LoTry a Citizen wanr. advertisement.
cured by its dse. For sale by all
cality healthiest iu New Mexico. Addruggists.
dress Inquiries to this pa.rer.
Dr. Miliums' Indian Pile
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V WANTED

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN8.

WANTED.

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

i

l

surplus, $100,000

-

10c

-

m

NEW MEXICO

who are
of peopleYouProsperity

A

V

d

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

I

Facilities.

1

I

I

f

$8

TWO LOTS

Mmmmt

WBm

Sew

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

officers and duiectors

Solomon Luna, President; w. 8. 8trlckler, V. P.
Johnson, , sst, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J. c and Cashier- SobW
mon Mina, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnoi, O. . Crolwe

'

J

E

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA &
SANTA FE RY.

Qi

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

POR TERFIELD CO.

ALBUQUERQUE,

!

NEW MEXICO

omccirm and director

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
Vice "president
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. St. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeki

&

Santa F

$500,000.00
$250,000.00
Railway Company

five-roo-

OFFICIAL

Postoffice Discontinued,
The postoffice at Rucker, Cochise
collector; one county county, Arizona, has been discontin
aad
sarreyor, and five members of the ued and mall addressed to it will be
constitutional convention to adopt a sent to Pearce.
constitution (or the new state of ArtPoatoffices Established.
A postoffice has been established at
Each precinct In the county of Ber- ' Lloyd, Quay county,
John E. Er
nalillo is entitled to one delegate to jwln as postmaster. with
It will be served
the republicane county convention for rrom Moore, nine miles,
to the west,
.every twenty-fivvotes cast or Hon.
ruerto, nine miles south.
W. H. Greer for member of the terri- ana
postoffice has been established
torial council In 1904, and one add- at AIsidor,
Guadalupe county, to be
itional delegate for each fraction served
ten miles
thereof above ten votes so cast, and southeast,fromand Montoya,
Trementina, twenty
the primaries In the several pre-dn- ts miles west. Estevan
Oallegos has
for the selection of delegates to
appointed postmaster.
the republican county convention beenSpecial
Service Discontinued.
win be called to order by the respectThe special mall service between
ive chairmen herein designated:
Dele- - Cerbat, Mohave county, Arizona, and
Chair- Prec. Name of
gates. Kingman, will be discontinued on
man.
No.
Free
1. Saa Jose
Plutarco Lueras 4 October 15.
Delegates to Tuberculosis Conaress.
3. Alameda
Melqulades Mar
Governor Hagerman has appointed
4
tinez
. Ran. de Albuq. Daniel Martinez 4 Dr. C. M. Wlcher of Carlsbad, Eddy
9 county, and Dr. John W. Elder of Al
S. Barelas
Eslavlo Vigil
4 buquerque, Bernalillo county, as del
N. Marino
C Los Padlllas
7. San Antonio Dario Outierres 2 egates from New Mexico to the In
congress
i UDercuiosis
8 Lot Oriegos
David M. Perea 4 ternational
4 wnicn meets in New York city No
S. Rao. de Atrisco D. J. Metzgar
2 vember 14 and 16.
10. Keoobosa
Pablo Crespln
Bond and Coupon Register.
3
11. Pajarito
J. F. Hubbell
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf
20
13. Albuquerque
M. E. Hlckey
ford is busy installing the new bond
IS. Old Albuquer- - Modesto C. Or- que
10 and coupon register In the office of
tls
Deputy Trav
14. 6an Ignaclo
2 the county treasurer.
Pedro Aranda
SX La Tijera
J. R. Carpenter 2 ellng Auditor A. L. Morrison. Jr.. will
23. Saa Antonlto Juan Outierres 3 De Dusy at the court house for sev
3C Albuquerque
T.N. Wilkerson 21 eral days checking up accounts. The
38. Atrisco
Transits Cande- - new registers are being sent out this
4 week to the county treasurers
all
laria
J. D. Maldonado 3 over the territory.
34. ChlHII
3S. Los Duranes
Carlos B. Chaves 5 Postoffice Changes and Improvements
mias uallegos has been commis
The precinct meetings shall be held
Madera, Rio
not later than Saturday, the 6th day sioned postmaster at
f October, 1906, except in precincts Arriba county. This is a newly es- 13, 13 and 26. the primaries shall be lauiiBnea ornce.
A new star route schedule has been
eld on Friday, the 6th day of Octoestablished
between Gallsteo and
ber, 1906. i
The precinct chairmen herein ap- Kennedy. Hereafter mails will leave
except Sundays at 9:16
dally
pointed shall take action and call the uaiiisteo
precinct primaries, at such date, hour a. m. and arrive at Kennedv by 10
and place as they may deem proper, a. m.; leave Kennedy daily except
within the date affixed above, and aunnays at ll a. m., and arrive at
Gallsteo by 11:45 a. m.
give proper notice of said meetings.
A new schedule has also been es
All persons In sympathy with the
principles of the republican party and tarnished on the star route between
opposed to democratic rule, and who Honito and Nogal. Malls will leave
are not affiliated with any party or Bonito daily except Sundays at 10
organization opposed to the regular a. m. and arrive at Nogal bv 1 n. m .:
leave Nopal dally except Sundays on
republican party of the county of
are hereby cordially invited to receliH of mail from Carrlzozo, but
not later than 5 p. m. and arrive at
take part in the primaries.
Alternates shall not be recognized tionlto in three hours.
A postoffice has been established
and proxies will not be admitted unless held and presented by residents at Hellevlew. Gila county. Arizona
and also an office at Kay. Pinal coun
of the same precinct.
The chairman and secretary of each ty, Arizona.
precinct meeting shall certify to the
WANTED.
chairman of the republican county
central committee the list of deleAt once, l.oy. about 14 to 16 years
gates selected in his precinct.
old, who desires
learn the printer's
Contests, if any, shall be filed with iraue. Apply at to
this office.
the secretary of the county commit
tee not later than October 8, 1906, at
lo o clock a. m.
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
Chairman Republican Central Com
tnltte of Bernalillo County, New
NESTOR

For Invalids
Tourists and
School Children

1906.
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of tho

f

5,

1

of the

o--

will hm t.Wmi In the
timiM Ottim
mt M eanta pmr wmk. r for i
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1

h' wouid flidly lend you money?

of the man

OCTOBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

of tin man who rhouid be working for yon?

I

e

KM

FRIDAY,

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME. AND ADDRESS

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

r

r

CITIZEN.

EVENING

s.s

ST A TE NA TIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND

NEW MEXICO

PRC-FIT-

. . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on ime Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts lIssued on all parts or the Worid

V.
ft

ry

We Want Your

rn

High-Frequen-

O. N.

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Win. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

Marron.

D. H.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Peit Dealers

46-4-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

five-roo-

South-wester-

FOR THE BLOOD

The demand for S. S. S. has steadily increased since it was first placed
on the market until it is now recognized as the greatest of all blood purifiers.
It has won its way to success because IT CURES DISEASE, and
there are few homes where "S. S. S. for the blood" is not a household sayinjr.
As the blood is the very life of the body, nourishing and supplying strength
to every part, disease in some form is sure to follow when it becomes contaminated. Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Boils, Pimples and the various skin affections
are due to an over-aciaud impure blood-supplRheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Chronic Sores and Ulcers, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., are all
deep-seateblood diseases and will continue to grow worse and more dangerous as long as the impurities and poisons which produce them remain iu the
blood. In all blood disorders S. S. S. has proven itself a perfect remedy, and
wtll earned the right to be called the greatest cf all blood purifiers. It goes
down into the circulation and forces out all poisons, impurities, humors,
and unhealthy matter, undertakes this
rich, pure and
S. S. S. reaches inherited blood taints and so enriches the circulation that diseases of years standing are permanently cured. It contains no
harmful minerals and is nature's real blood purifier. Book on the blood aud
medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CAm
d

d

life-strea-

health-sustainin-

LOST
watch.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read,

n

MtitmtiiiC will cure lllind,
UlBiUinff
and luring

NOTICE TO VOTFR?.
Republican primaries to elect delegates to tho county convention to bo
llelil Miiti.tnv mnriilni? in RIUm ihe'-ttowill be held Friday night in Pre.-lnNo. 2ii, Albuquerque, in the armory,
In Klks' building.
The primary will
be called to order at 7:30 o'clock.
THOMAS N. WILKERSON,
ct

Precinct Chairman.

"OLD

l'llt-g-

uUuy.H

.

ll ubsorlm the tutuors.
the luhiuB at omo, acu

jh u DmiUirti. irivt-- fnstunt re- lu-fDr. Will iuihs' Ind mil 1'ile Oint
lnenl Ii nrenari ii for Pile and ltrb
Inif ot Din privain purls. Kvrry box In
wurrumtMl. jiy ariltrl?iiH. 'y Hum on
WILLIAKlS
of prir... f0 c. hta und
tAANUFsCTURING C1).. Prop. Cleveland. Ohio.
SON.
&
FOR SALE BY S. VANN

!..

KILLthe COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNC8

Dr. King's
Now Discovory
WITH

nuciiMPTtnN
OUGHSand

Price

60c

$1.00

rret inau
for all
Our
UuicJtettt
and
buroat
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
I0L0S

1873.

Z

GROCER

Z

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY

i

LOST.
Small solid gold hunting case

Plain case, with monogram
M. P. II. engraved on outside case.
Engraved on inside case, "l'J(i2."
Suitable reward offered. Return to
Williams drug store. Dr. Mary P.
P. Hunter.
MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist,
gives lessons on the violin and mandolin.
Guaranteed to le the best
teacher in Albuquerque. Any one desiring lessons address general delivery, lily.

00K4K4KK4K404K4C0
RELIABLE."

THE WHOLESALE

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

I

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

2

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

000Oe004KK000OeOOa0000?
.1.

C. 13 ALDRI D G E

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo..s best, wear the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

5

FIDAY, OCTOBER

6,

Jhe President Requests Him
to Tote Fair on State-- i

It aixars on page 356 or the session la's or 1!mi5 and Is as follows:
Chajjcr 127. An act to amend tho
eiectlo; laws of the territory of New
Mexicc and for other purposes:
when
SecUm 1. That hereafter
any plitical convention held In the
terrltcy of New Mexico or any county thtfeof for the purpose of nominating candidates to be voted for at any
electbn held In this territory or any
counv thereof, and the names of the
canddate or candidates nomluated by
such convention and certified to by
the presiding officer of such convention and the secretary thereof shall
havi been filed with the probate clerk
of tie county In which such conven-tio- i
Is held it shall be unlawful for
n; other political convention, person
or "persons to print or cause to be
printed or circulated any ticket or
btllot having thereon the name or
names of the candidate or candidates
cominated by such political convention; Provided that nothing In this
section shall be construed to prohibit
ny person irom erasing or changing
In any manner any name on such ticket or ballot voted by such person; and
further provided, that this act shall
not be construed as to prevent any
executive committee of any political
iparty holding such convention from
substituting the name or names of any
candidate selected by such committee
by authority of such convention to
fill any vacancy caused by the death,
declination or retirement of any candidate nominated by such convention.
Section 2. Within thirty days after the taking effect of the act the
chairman of the territorial committee
of each political party may file with
the secretary of the territory his certificate setting forth and showing by
representation thereof his selection of
a device or embkm for the political
party represented by him. The device
or emblem so chosen and filed shall be
used hertafier to designate and distinguish all the candidates of that political party upon all tickets throughout the territory and in alt subdivisions and municipaltiea therof: Provided, that any territorial convention
of said party, may change said device
or embkm by adopting any other In
Its steaa that is not then in use by any
other political party and by filing with

Yesterday, The Evening Citizen published the letter of President Roose-vtl- t
to Governor Klbbey, requesting
the latter to see to it that the Joint
statehood people of Arizona get a
"square deal" and that the votes on
the important proiwsitlon are honestly
counted.'
The Phoenix Republican also published the Roosevelt leCer, and followed It with a letter the governor
had written to Hon. Thomas F. Wilson, president of the Arizona Joint
Statehood league, Tucson, Arizona,
which reads as follows:
"I have of course assured the president that I shall do all that I can do
to have representatives of the statehood people present at the canvass of
the votes on statehood.
"In order to do this I must have the
of your association.
"I need hardly advise you of the provisions of our law designed to secure
a free, untrammeled vote of the people
on any question, and particularly the
safeguards to secure a fair count, nor
need I remind you how efficacious our
system has been since Its adoption in
1891. Since the adoption, fifteen years
ago, of our present system of conducting elections, and during which time
many elections have been bitterly contested, I think I can confidently say
there has never been an instance of a
wilfully unfair count of the ballots.
Such a thing is practically Impossible
under our law."
"This speaks well enough for the
efficacy of our system. But in order
that any suspicion as to the fairness
of the count on the question of statehood may be avoided, I am anxious
that there shall be at every pouing
place in the territory, if possible, a
representative of those favoring the
statehood described on the ballots
that is, the union of Arizona and New
Mexico as one state who may see
every ballot C3st, see that It is counted, and counted to express the Intention of the voter who cast it and
see that the result at the poll is properly certified.
"The designation of such persons
will, I assume, necessarily rest with
your organization.
"I shall address a note by this mail
to the boards of supervisors of The
several counties of tne territory, enclosing copies of this letter for their
information, and make the recommendation, which I have no doubt will
be cheerfully complied with, that they
direct every election board at the
election of November 6, 1906, to permit the attendance of representatives
of your organization at the polls during the deposit of ballots, at the count,
and at Its public proclamation and
certification.
"In those precincts
where there
may be no voters favoring the statehood proposition, I shall advise the
admission to the count and certification of any qualified elector of any
other precinct in the territory who
shall be properly accredited by your
organization.
"I am so completely confident that
the people of this territory want the
ensuing election to be a fair, unequivocal and unimpeachable record of their
sentiment on the joint statehood question, that I expect every board of supervisors and every precinct election
board wil not only permit, but will
invite the attendance of representatives of every view upon that question
at the casting of the ballots, at the
count of the ballots, and at the public
proclamation of the result and its
certification.
"Your association, and any subordinate or auxiliary organization under
the auspices of your organization, will
be recognized as authorized to accredit representatives for this purpose.
"In addition to this, I shall take
other precautions so that the result of
the coming election shall le absolutely unimpeachable.
"I have addressed this letter to you
as the chief officer of the only Joint
statehood organization in the territory
of which I have any knowledge. The
records of the office of the secretary
of the territory fail up to this time to
disclose, as the statutes require they
should, the nomination of any candidate for any office who represents that
sentiment, although certificates of
nominations of other candidates are
on file. Therefore that every organization, and every person, may know
of my desire In this matter, and In
order that the fullest opportunity may
be offered for the attendance of representatives of any Interest at this
election, I have given a copy of this
letUr to the press. Yours very respectfully,
"JOSEPH H. KIBBEY,
"Governor."

of

the territory a

certi-

ficate signed by the presiding officer
and the secretary of said convention
setting forth and showing by representation or emblem and the action of
said convention in reference thereto.
No political party snail select any device or emblem or any portion thereof the same as, similar to or that is
liable to be confounded with or mistaken for the device or emblem then
In use by any other polltilcal party. If
for any reason no device or emblem
shall be 'selected for a political party
within tnirty days from the taking effect of this act as herein provided,
then it shall be lawful until a territorial convention pf said party shall be
held, for the members of such party
In conventions or primary elections
held by them to make nominations, to
select and use such devices or emblems as they prefer, subject to the
provisions of this act. Hut it shall be
the duty of the first territorial conven-tio- n
held by any political party hereafter organized to select and file with
the secretary of the territory, as hereinbefore provided a device or emblem
for said party which shall continue to
be used or may be changed as herein
provided.
Section 3. It shall be the duty of
the county recorder of said county to
piovide printed ballots at the expense
of the county for every election for
public cfllctis in which the electors or
any of the electors within his county
participate and to cause to be printed
in the appropriate ballot the name of
every candidate whose name has been
certified to or filed with him In tho
manner provided for in this act. And
no person shall accept a nomination
for more than one office nor from
mora than one political party. Ballots other than thoBe printed by the
respective county recorders according
to the provisions of this act shall not
be cast, counted or canvassed in any
election. Every ballot printed under
the provisions of this act shall be
headed by the name and emblem of
s
the political party by whom the
whose names apptar uion the
iallots were nominated, and each
of said ballots shall contain only the
names of the candidates nominated by
said party. Said ballots shall be printed from the same kind of paper and
of the same size and each ballot shall
have printed upon the back thereof
an endorsement substantially as follows: "Oiticial ballot, election he'.d
" with a facinsert date
simile signature of the county recorder. The printing and distributing of
all ballots mentioned in this act shall
be done under the supervision of the
chairmen of the county committees of
the political parties of tho county in
which any such election is to be held.
Section 4. Any person violating any
of the provisions of this act, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony and upon
conviction thereof before any court of
competent jurisdiction shall he punished by Imprisonment in tho territorial
penitentiary for not less than one year
and not more than five years at the
discretion of the court trying the
cause.
Section 5. Chapter 59, laws of 1903
and all acts aud parts of acts In conflict herewith, are hereby repealed and
this act shall be in force from and after Ajril 1st, l'Jtiu.
can-date-

Mother at 70.
mother has suddenly been
made young at 70. Twenty years of
Intense suffering from dyspepsia bad
her, until six
disabled
entirely
months ago, when she began taking
Electric Bitters which have completely cured
the
her and restored
strength and activity she had in the
prime of life." writes Mrs. W. I.
Patrick, of Danforth, Me. Greatest
restorative medicine on the globe.
Sets 3tomach, liver nnd kidneys
light, purifies the blood and cures
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price 50c.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
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Treasurer.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A. GIOMI.
WMOLKBALC DIALKft IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kttp ivrythlng In Hook to outfit
moit fttt Id loot bar torn plot

W
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Have been appointed exclusive agents in the 8outhwest for Jos. 8.
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'i Cedar Brook,
Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article a received by us from the best Vluerle,
Distilleries nnd Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock nd Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Wet,
issued to dealers only.
Lc-ul- s

hood Vote.

Try a Citizen Want

Chat. Mflllnl,
O. Bacbecht,

President

Consolidated Liquor Company

SQUARE DEAL

(I

Causlg So Much Uncertainty
ir Political World of
New Mexico.

the secretary

J. D. Eakln, president
O. Gloml, Vic

BEY WANTS A

TIE ELECTION
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FINEST COURT HOUSE IN THE WORLD
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Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City

it" i.J.." "

;u

CHICAGO'S $5,000,000 COURT HOUSE, THE CORNERSTONE OF WHICH WAS LAID BY VICE PRESIDENT
FAIRBANKS.

For above occasion the SANTA FC will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.

LARGEST MONUMENT IN THE WORLD

r. E.

PURDY, Agent.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

-

SANTA FE,
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BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT
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ERECTED IN ITALY IN MEMORY OF VICTOR EMANUEL

THIS MONUMENT
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OF $3.000.000.

day, returning Sunday, and when we nip
DIAL
MINING
saw him he was wearing a pleasant QJ(
smile. Things must be favorable in
(Minn.)
Odin for him. St. James
M0G0LL0N DISTRICT
Plain Dealer.
"Jaggers says he intends to Bwear
PROMOTERS PAY $600,000 FOR
off."
CHOICE CLAIMS IN SOCOR-- I
"What for? Health?"
'
RO COUNTY, SAYS 8IL-- I
"No. he's l)een reading that RockeVER CITY PAPER.
feller as bought the distilleries and
he wants to make ll a losing InvestAccording to the Silver City Inment."
dependent three mining deals aggregating $600,000 were concluded lateCOMING EVENTS
ly in southeastern New Mexico.
The property referred to belongs to
Brownell & Coffey, consisting of one
October 10 The Merchant of VIn- - claim, tho Top mine, and adjoins then
Last Chance mine, and is a contlnua-t'oice.
of the great
and exceedingly
November 6. Mahara's MlnBtrels.
November 8. My Frknd From Ar-- rich ore vein of the Ernstlne company's property in the Mogollon disKansas."
November 14 The maid and the trict, Socorro county. The considerMummy.
ation In value calls for six figures,
and is the largest deal which has
November 15 . Uncle Josh.
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
been effected in the Mogollon country
for several years past.
December 10 The Holy City.
Tho other groups which have been
December 14 King of Triumphs.
December 29 .Hooligan s Troubles. placed and are now being operated
December 31 -- My Wife's Family.
are first, the Burro Chief, the
and the Monarch. The conHAS KILLED SCORES
involved In the Burro
sideration
OF MOUNTAIN LIONS mountain groups and the sale of the
It Is reported that David Nelson, Top mine in the Mogollon country
one of the big cattlemen of the east amounts to $on,oon.
end of the county, has killed more
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
than a score of lions this year, says
the Kingman Miner. He hunts the Department of the Interior, Land Ofanimals with dogs and never fails to
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
get the cat once the dog takes the
1906.
trail. He has two English fox hounds
Notice is hereby given that. William
that cost him several hundred dollars. G. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
Lions had been killing his young filed notice of his Intention to make
colts and calves, and to protect them final commutation proof In support of
he Invested In dogs and took to his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
hunting the big cats.
9112 made April 2. 19nr,( for the NE
23,
N.
T.p. 10
Section
Range 3 E, and that said proof will
Wounds, Bruises and Burns.
By applying an antiseptic dressing be made before the Probate Clerk, at
to wounds, bruises, burns and like In- Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
juries before inflammation sets In, 1906.
He names the following witnesses to
they may be healed without maturathe time prove his continuous residence upon,
tion and In about
required by the old treatment. This and cultivation of, the land, viz:
M. F. Angell, C. E. Hodgln. Charles
Is the greatest discovery and triumph
Chamberlain's Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albuof modern surgery.
Pain Balm acts on this same princi- querque, N. J.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ple. It Is an antiseptic and when apRegister.
plied to such injuries, causes them to
o
lieal very quickly. It also allays the
Blood
Poisoning
pain and soreness and prevents any
from chronic constipation,
danger of blood poisoning. Keep a results
which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
bottle of Pain Balm in your home New
Life Pills. They remove all
and it will save you time and money, poisonous
germs from tho system and
not to mention the inconvenience and Infuse new life and
vigor;
Injuries
suffering such
entail. For stomach, nausea, headache, cure sour
dizziness
sale by all druggists.
and colic, without griping or discomfort. 25c.
Guaranteed by all
MERCHANTTAILORING

till next year, we are making ttis
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ge Range No. 32-1$21.00. Terms, $5 cash and 14
month for four months.
3,
Detroit Jewel Gae Range, No.
$22.60.
Terms, $5 cash and 13.60
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p .rchaser of a range will
be given, free,' one year's
uon to one of the following magaslnea
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
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Word From Josh Wise.

i

Most uv us yell loudest fer a square
deal when we re gettin" th' worst uv

it.
The Friendly Hand.
Though you may not have noticed it,
The world Is changing quite a bit.
Within the last few weeks or so
I've seen a better spirit ;;row.
Goodfellowship is in the r ir
It seems to me, and every .. here
1 tjet the friendly
i md.
I

i
i

i

j

I

i

--

My fellow man's more friendly way.
When I am strolling down the street
It's almost certain I will meet
At least a dozen pleasant men
Who smile a cordial smile and then
get the friendly hand.
1

The sheriff, who a year hko.
Had barely time to say "Hello"
No time to be half civil now
Will greet me with a princely bow.
No man Is more polite than he
And when he rushes up to me
I get the friendly hand.
Our congressman, who always tried
To look Intensely dignified.
Is on the street with smiling face
Of dignity there's not a trace.
It's "Hello, Mike, and Bill and Jim,"
And though I am unknown to him
I get the friendly hand.
??2jR:?-V- - r
Our county Judge, a man austere.
Has turned into a man of cheer.
The men around the city hall,
The county office holders, all
Have growri excessively polite
The campaign's on, all right, all rlnht'
And I get the friendly hand.
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"Brighton is something of an optimist, isn't he?"
"Something of an optimist? Well,
rather. Wliy he always boards a
street car In the rush hour thinking
he'll get a seat."

1L,

1

1

scorn.
"Why not?"
"After you have told nie you never
Go
Humph!
have been engaged?
and get a reputation!"
Pleasant Call.
Anton Call went to Odin on Satur- A
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkots Roofing

First and Marquette

Altwqaerqae, New Mexico
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Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURE8 RHEUMATISM.

EA8Y TO REACH.

CURES

I IDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

one-thir-

. .1 ......
..
1
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...til
Will HUUUIllW I'll- JUU IUUIK
guged to you? she asked, with tine
w.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

--

can't help seeing every day

j
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UPSTAIRS,
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My merchant tailoring shop It upNo. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed flrrt-clas-

A

OVER NO. 209 WEST
BAMAV tNUfc,
U.
KAILHUAO
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

stairs over

s,

Fnend

To Your Face.

as I have had fifteen years' exIf ymi care to keep vour fiire comely,
perience in the business. Suits made
;ind velvety if you want it to
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana fnsh wholesome
mid feel fresh li;ileom-I'.irtaUc- ,
look
reimireu. i ne gpecinc i use will uoi
let
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI

A Young

"My

I

Danger From the Plague.
There's grave danger from the
plague of coughs and colds that are
so prevalent unless you take Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consump- tlon, Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. Geo.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
"It's a Godsend to people living In
climates where coughs and colds prevail. I find it quickly ends them. It
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
gives wonderful relief in asthma and
hay fever and makes weak lungs
strong enough to ward off consumption, coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
C.liaranfppil liv n'.l (IrucclstH.
Trlul
bottle free.

HagarTs
Magnolia
Balm

U fiii iid vour fare. It uarlenn, delight-lt- d
liiu.l balm f' r the complexion of
laibe. It lieautitiesHiidsoftenstlie
skin that has Uen tanned and roughnnd sun. Its use is not
ened by the i
a task, but delight- - It makes the f;ice
clean
ilelieic.usly
nnd fresh. It is the
feel
dcjcnd upou.
one sale
by
all
Sold
I'ricc 7S itiiU
ilrugiu

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to hare a
range, yet are postponing buying
1

j

I MOST ANYTHING

SPECIAL

A

Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROP8Y.
ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST

CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

I New Mexico

00taOt000
Communication Made Easy
EI Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, 8t. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains dally, carrying standard rnd tourist sleepers, observation dln
Ing care, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any tlme- TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

1

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

R. STILL
Gen. Paaa. Agent

Ck.

23GeGGceeeeaeeeeeeee.eeeca

V.

General Agent

MMM
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Citizen Publishing Company

STRICKLER,
FrwOdent.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE OF
PLAYING AND LEARNING
XKXKXXXXOOOCKXUCKXXXXXAjOOXX

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

EVENING

An English cricket player has been ridiculing young
Inen who spend their leisure time In learning instead of
playing games, lie wonders whether a man can gel as
much real life out of acquiring knowledge as he himself gets out of "one stroke properly placed past cover-point-

LET EVERY CITIZEN OF BERNALILLO COUNTY
This man does not understand what "real life"
ASK HIMSELF: WHAT VOICE HAD THE PEOPLE Is. He thinks It Is playing cricket. And many a young
OF THE COUNTY IN NOMINATING THE
man In our own country these days Is entertaining the
TICKET FOR COUNTY OFFICES? delusion that the principal part of the school course is
football playing. Play is good for most of us. Fortunate Is the nian who never gets too old to enjoy play.
THE PRIMARIES TONIGHT
Uut it Is possible to become so wrapped up In games as
just as narrow-minde- d
as
Not very much Interest was taken by the people to become narrjw-mlnde- d
generally in the county convention recently called to the people who call all games frivolous and wasteful of
time. There are times for play, but the young man pays
end delegates to Las Vegas to nominate a territorial a high price for pleasures that are gained at cost of
delegate.
It was a foregone conclusion that Delegate learning.
,
So It mattered little
Suppose James Watt' had preferred playing games
Andrews would be renominated.
who should be sent from the primaries to the county to studying kettles and mastering the secrets of.steam.
He would not have Invented the steam engine.
convention or whom the convention should select as
Suppose Thomas Carlyle had spent his youth playIn
to Las Vegas. Hence, there was little Interest
ing
Instead of reading all the books he could
the primaries until, almost at the last mument, It was lay hands on. The world would have missed the stimlearned that the malcontent Journal, cerain office hold' ulus of his great works. If Ixird Lister had preferred
era and a number of standing candidates for office had cricket to learning, the antiseptic method of treating
conspired to pack the primaries, elect themselves dele- wounds would not have been discovered by him, and
gates to the county convention and In that convention, hundreds of thousands of patients who are now quite
which had been called for an entirely dlfferet purpose, well would be dead. If Theodore Roosevelt
much as
nominate themselves for the different county office.
he likes contests of physical skill had Indulged, himBeing balked at the very outset of this revolutionIn them to the sacrifice of learning, he would not be
ary conspiracy by being outvoted in the primaries, the self
where
he is today.
conconspirators bolted the primaries, formed a rump
There is much more in "real life" than "placing
vention and nominated themselves anyway, crowning strokes properly past cover-pointHowever skillfully
their career of wrong doing by a flagrant effort to steal that may be done, it would not benefit the world a scrap
(be republican name and emblem.
if one did It ten hours a day for one thousand years.
Tonight the primaries have been regularly called by
Nor would he himself be any better for It nt the end.
to
delegated
party
organization
republican
elect
to
the
Is power" don't forget that solid truth.
a republican county convention, also regularly called by "Knowledge
deep your knowledge, the greater
more
The
useful
the party through Its official organization, and the pur- will be your powerandto Improve your own position
and to
pose of which Is to nominate a republican ticket for tue
your fellow men, and to leave the world better than
help
true,
being
things
the
various county offices. These
you found it. It is the fashion nowadays among silly
primaries this evning are of equal Interest and import- people
to laugh at the Idea of improving either them
ance, and they should be attended by every good repubor
selves
the world. If you are temptet to join In such
who
party
believe
the
by
lican
that
all members of the
laughter,
Just recollect that all who are not Improving
majority should rule and that republican Biiccess should
And eventually the day will come
be paramount to. the gratification of personal spleen or are deteriorating.
refused to improve thmselves and
who
those
have
when
holding.
personal desire for office
been content Just to play, will have to be improved away.
The world wants more knowledge very badly. It can
ARIZONA CALLED DOWN
get along nicely enough without any further proficiency
The president's action, published in The Citizen last In "placing strokes properly past cover-pointevening, requiring Governor Kibley to have the Arizona
OCKCK00000000CKXX
atatebuilders represented at the counting of the Jointure
NEW ZEALAND'S IDEA OF
votes in that territory in November was both timely and
."

del-gat- es

FRIDAY,

THE JAFFA oo
o
o
Grocery Comp'y. o
o
o
o
"Good Things to Eat" o
o
o
o
o
we

sell the

BEST OF

everything.
DON'T CHARGE ANY MORE

THAN IS ABSOLUTELY

THE MOST

GIVE YOU

EF- -

FICIENT SERVICE.

."

not only for-

CAN GIVE

IF YOU

SATIS-

REFERENCES YOU

FACTORY

1

BOY'S

Announcement to Youn
f

r

ganized but H oas shown itself to be so aggressive and
as to justify the suspicion of willingness to even
falBify election returns if necessary to compass their purpose. The intolerance of each party towards such of its
own members as desired statehood, extending as far as
disfranchisement or exclusion from party conventions,
and the slanderous and willfully untruthfull assaults
upon New Mexico by the press and speakers of both
parties In the campaign, alike give good ground for the
belief that a fair count of tho votes cast in November
for Joint statehood would be one of the impossibilities in
Arizona had not President Roosevelt interposed.
In New Mexico the conditions are altogether differ-en- t.
There Is uo organized opposition to joint statehood, neither the republican nor the democratic party
,taas made jointure or
the condition of fellowship and good standing, neither the Jolntists nor the
ts
have become angrily excited over the outcome, and there Is absence of all motive or Inclination
to falsify the returns, let them be what they may. Nevertheless, the president's suggestion will be observed In
,thls territory also.

litter

antl-jointu- re

antl-jolntis-

ESTRADA PALMA.

PATRIOT

The exit of General Estrada Palma, first president
of the Cuban republic, is not without its pathos. Presi-

dent Palma lost his office not because of lack of patriotism or good intentions, but simply because he was too
weak to hold it. He lacks almost every quality of the
Mexican Diaz firmness, poise, force. But just the same
Palma la a patriot to whom free Cuba owes everything.
But for him there would have been no Cuba libre.
For several years he was the real head of the infant
republic During the years of agitation he made every
sacrifice to create favorable public sentiment in this
country and to raise funds for the insurgents. That he
might not be a charge upon the cause Palma conducted
m. private school in an inland New York town by which
meanB he supported his family. He wrote volumes of
.literature for Cuban freedom and raised hundreds of
thousands of dollars to buy arms and ammunition and
stores for the patriots in the bush. His comrades lu the
field gave Palma full authority to issue bonds in the
name of the republic. All was left, to him. He signed
every bond. A few were sold at face value to Cuban
sympathizers but most of the bonds were negotiated at
fiilnoua prices on Wall street.
Wben the United States made Cuba free and Palma
was elcted president financiers knew the bonds vwould
be paid. It was supposed the Issue amounted to somewhere between ten and forty millions of dollars. When
Palma reported the amount of the bonds, It was precisely 13,500,000. This man could have made himself
rich by raising the amount to the expectation of the financial world. He alone knew the issue. So let this
be remembered of Estrada Palma: He was too houest
to be rich; he was too democratic to be a dictator; he
waa too patriotic to stand in the way of his country's
best Interests, and his only weakness was In the gentleness of his nature and his trust in the goodness of his
fellow men.
This evening the regular republican primaries wili
be held In this city for the selection of delegates to the
regular republican county convention, called to meet
here on Monday next for the nomination of republican
count y candidates. No such county convention had heretofore been called since the election of two years ago.
K Is much to be desired that the primaries shall be
largely attended tonight by republicans, and that good
and true men be sent m delegates to the county convention, thus securing a good republican ticket for county officials.
On page 3 of

this Issue The Citizen gives in full the
election law passed by the last legislature, and about

which bo much Is being said and thought Just at this
time. No doubt as eminent attorneys belong to each of
I he leading parties there will
soon be an agreement,
upon the course to be pursued by the parties to be in
Harmony with tho law. in the meantime, those of The
Citizen readers who are Interested lu the question may
reaa me law for themselves and form their own

that was a magnificent showing published

lu The

Citizen last night, of local contributions to the receut
territorial fair. No one can read it without being im
pressed more rully than ever with the fact that in
erality and enterprise Albuquerque Is far and away tho
leading city of the southwest. The Citizen suggests to
the Commercial club that uo better document than this
publication In The Citizen, for the advertising of this
city, coma be kept in hand by them and used for, mail
ing to applicants for Information.
The republican primaries, as culled by the precinct
chairmen, which calls were published In The Citizen
Wednesday evening, will meet at 7:30 this evening'
precinct 26 in the armory, Elks opera house building
and precinct 12 in Colombo hall. The attendance U expected to be large.

HATS

M

by every standard,

whether It bo
workmanship, whether style or patterns, our new Fall and Winter
Suits and
Overcoats for Toung Men prove their superior
worth-pr- ove
that they are the faultless productions of
men who have made the designing and making
of high-claclothing their life study, and have been wonderfully successful in their attainments.
There is refinement in every detail In the appropriateness of
the color
effects. In the fashioning of the lapels, in the graceful
back lines of the coats and in the perfect
set of the
trousers. In truth wo are more than maintaining
the
very high standard long ago
attained in our lines of
Youg Men's
e
clothing.
The arrival of extensive orden places
our present
stock in splendid condition, especially
in the complete
size assortments prices from $10.00 to $25.00.
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CAN HAVE CREDIT.

' WE

APPRECIATE

BUSINESS

AND

YOUR

TRY

Don't

Live!

We make it possible

TAKING ALL THE8E
THINGS

INTO
WHY

CONSIDERA-

SHOULD

to live as you should live In a
cosy, comfortable little home of
your own, furnished with your own
furniture. Our long credit points
shortest way to the home beautiful.
It allows you to pay a little at a
time as your Income allows. It Is
acknowledged to be the easiest
plan now being offered in this city.

YOU

BUY ELSEWHERE?

TRY TRADING AT JAFFA'S.

IT'S

Exist

OUR APPRECIATION.

8HOYV

TION,

Merely

TO

CONVENIENT

AND

i

ECONOMICAL.

RESTRAINING GREAT WEALTH

191

1

Boy's Underwear

."

in Arizona is

S,
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hop-scotc-

needful.
The opposition to jointure

OCTOBER

OOOOCOOCKCCKXCC
In the fear of becoming overrun with
aires and monopolists New Zealand has taken a decided
step to curb the
financier. This curb, how
ever, is only effective where the wealth of the man is
amassed through owning land or Is engaged in some
enterprise wherein the ownership of land Is essential
to operation.
The curb proposed by the New Zealand government
s a law forbidding owners of 1,000 acres of first-claland or 5,000 acres of second-clas- s
land to add to their
etates either by purchase or lease. Proprietors of prop
erty exceeding $250,000 In unimproved value are to be
compelled to sell their excess holdings within ten years.
Though millions of acres have been reclaimed in
the past few years in New Zealand through land speculations, the government is afraid that this will end in
the production of a class of superlatively wealthy men
and produce the conditions which are now complained
of In this country.
There is no doubt that by limiting a man's power
to hold land the government will be able to prevent to
a great extent the building up of a plutocracy.
But is
the enactment of such a law a fair measure in a country
where there Is ulready a class of excessively wealthy
financiers?
Does this not leave the situation entirely in the
hands of those who have already accumulated their
property and money? Such a law ,can not confiscate
the property or holdings of the corporations already in
existence without becoming ex post facto and consequently null and void.
This being the case, it simply means that the bulk
of the money for many years to come will remain In
the hands of the few who already control It, and no other combination of men not even a
come
bination will be permitted to compete with the
trust. The
himself would seem to
be the strongest advocate of a measure preventing others from rivaling him in wealth. Such a law may work
well enough in a country which is yet new In the world
of commerce, but it could not be effective in an already
established community without tearing down the whole
structure and beginning over again. And that is
multi-millio-
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HOW DEATH VALLEY

IS BEING CONQUERED

$

ooopxxooxxxxxxoxxxxxxxco
Death valley is by no means the driest of the re
gions traversed, but the heat and heretofore the inaccessibility have made it difficult, in the mountains
flanking It are numerous springs and frequent water
holes which, though dry In summer through excessive
evaporation, are available during the fall and winter.
There are many springs that are credited as poison
water; one of these we sampled, but unfortunately the
uottles were brokeu before analysis could be made. In
my opinion, there are springs In which arsenic Is present, but most cases of sicknes or death are probbaly due
to drinking excessive quantities at one time, followed
oy pnyslcal exertion in the heat. Such springs as the
Indians will not use are better left alone or used In ex
treme moderation, by no means an easy thing for one
tliroat-parche- d
and speechless from need of water. Each
iims is a source 01 supply for nocks of birds, many
or which are very tame.
The desert region is being rapidly invaded by tno
various transportation companies, replacing the primi
tive nieuioils. The Tonopah & Tidewater railroad Is
building from Ludlow, on the Santa Ke railroad, through
ttte Amarguha desert, to the mines at Bullfrog, with connections to the borax mines en route. The railway from
i.as egas. on the San Pedro railroad, to Bullfrog, is
under construction. These roads plan to run through to
lonopan. which will make
much easier and
less expensive, give a stimulus to the production and
shipment of ores, and make profitable properties that
would be practically valueless without them; they will
lessen to a great extent the difficulties of travel. With
these and other changes the desert will repay many fold
those who seek its treasures of gold, silver and lesser
metals and materials.
The traveler in the deserts should be sound In heart,
kidneys end liver; have calm judgment; obtain all informal bin iKissible or watering places before undertaking a journey; never have camp without some food and
water; discount frm 3o ,.,.
,he )hy.
to &, Hr
steal efficiency f himself and his animals,
us experienced in cooler fields, and abstain from alcoholic
drinks, especially when doing physical
labor. Many
cases of collapse and death are due to alcohol or
of strength.
Great mountains are a Joy to the lover of nature;
they are an Inspiration to the artist
and express grandeur and nobility. The desert has no such spirit, but has
a womlerftil fascination, born of
the impresslveness of
magnificent distance, limitless sky, and the infinite patience of an unbreakable calm. Hubert H. Chapman,
United State Geological Survey.
over-estimati-

We have everything
Furniture,Dinnerware,
K i t c h e n w a re, Rugs
and Draperies. Acorn
Ranges, $5.00 down,
$5.00 a month.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things io Eat"
MAIL OBDEBS FILLED THE SAME DAY
1 HEY

ABE RECEIVED.

House Furnishers
BERNALILLO

COUNTY

DISTRICT COURT
ASSESSOR CASE ON TRIAL AGAIN
NEHER LOSES CASE TO
ANOTHER SUIT
AGAINST
Jesus Maria Sandoval, erstwhile assessor of Bernalillo county, versus
George P. Albright, the present as
sessor or liernaiillo county, is a causa
coming up In the Second district
court today, the meaning of which is
a suit brought by Sandoval against
Albright to recover $,000 which he
alleges is due him as emoluments of
the office of assessor of liernalillo
county but were collected by the defendant.
The suit grew out of the segregation of Sandoval county from Bernalillo county, a division made several
years ago. Sandoval lived In that
part of the county cut oft and consequently lost the office of assessor, Albright being appointed to the vacancy.

Elks' Opera House!
....One Night Only....

OCTOBER 10
A

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

Per Gallon

The Merchant
of Venice

-

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red

as Shylock

Illinois Central R.R. Elks' Opera House!
THE SHORT LINE

One Week of Merriment
Commencing

COLORADO Monday, Oct.

To--St.
The jury returned a verdii t in favor
of the defendant in the case of Geo. Supported By A STRONG ACTING
K. Neher versus Angello Vlvlanl, et
COMPANY MAGNIFICENTLY
Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
al. This case went to the jury yesterday in the afternoon after three
COSTUMED
AND THE NORTHWEST,
days and half trial. W. B. Childers,
the south and southeast.
attorney for the plaintiff. ImmediateTicket Office, 805 eventeenth St,
ly gave notice of a motion for a new
Sule of seats for subscribers opens
Main 1125.
trial. The Jury sitting In the case at Matson's book store on Monday, Denver, Colo. Phone,
JAMES CULTON,
retired yesterday afternoon at 5 October 8.
Commercial Agt
at 9 o'clock.
o'clock and returned a sealed verdict
late last night. T. N. Wllkerson repPrices: BOc, 75c, and SI.OO
resented the defendant.

Judge II. F. Adams, appearing for
Adolphus Didler of Belen, yesterday
filed suit In the district court against
the Equitable Life Inesurance company of New York to recover a paid-u- p
policy in the company. The petitioner alleges that he had a settlement with the company by which he
was to receive a certain paid-u- p
policy paying annual dividends.
That
he carried a policy in the company for
ten years and paid Into tho company's
treasury something Pke $2.2(1(1, but
that the company failed to fulfil Its Funeral
part of t lie contract.

B. K. ADAMS
fM

Director

Phrtnps

and Licensed

Autommtlo fiolormdo, Blk

92.

Colo.

FROM

Mr. Joseph DeCrasse

ONE.

tea

Rich Stock Co.
Presenting a Repertoire of

Farce Comedy Successes

NIGH1

Superior Vaudeville

To
MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
CHICAGO,

REAL COMEDIANS

PRETTY GIRLS

To Night
An Elopement

The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem-- !
Evansville, lnd.;
phis, Vicksburg,
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack-- 1
sonville, Fla., and fill other points in

One Long Laugh
RAILROAD TIME TABLE

The territorial grand jury is still
grinding away, turning out Indict- Corner Fifth and Railroad Avenue
ments with apparent
indication of
(In effect July 1, 1906.)
lilting ui anywhere In the near fuEattbound.
ture. Several new true bills were
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:51
turned in to the court yesterday afa. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
ternoon, and the budget today conTHE CELEBRATED
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives ll:B'j
sisted of five. However, none of the
p. tu., departs 12:09 a. m.
mulcted persons are In custody and
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
consequently the namea are withheld
press, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , depart
from the public.
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3
Hids are invited by the undersignp. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
ed for the boring or drilling of a well
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
in Kalrview cemetery, as per specifi11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
cations, which will be furnished upon
No. 7. Mexico & California Express.
Bottled
In Bond.
ajiplicaUon.
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
p. ni.
O. W. STRONG'S SON'S,
Supts. Kairvlew Cemeterv.
Southbound.
No. 27 El Paso train, departs at 12:35
p. ni.
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.
Distillers.
Local freight train. No. 99, south
FOR SAI.K Grocery store and resbound, departs at 6 a. m., and car
FRANKFORT. KT.
taurant. Inquire at The Citizen of
rles passengers.
flee.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:J
F() It II KXTTfiree- - room FfrnTsFed"
EAKIN
&
MELINI
a.
m.
nousu, with bath, close In. No. Id8
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
Sole Agents.
Jonn street.
No. 7 runs direct to San Kranclsco.
KOIt HKN'T
M.
Albuquerque, N.
Nice, clean unfurnished
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
rooms. No. 413 South Third street,
Automatic Phone. 199.
San Francisco.
near Methodist church. Alr. Her-li- a
All trains dally.
H. lk'jjrici.
T. E. PURDT, Agent.

j

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

1

THE FRANK

Embalmer

tea

$J.50

-

Specfal Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Complete Scenic Production of

Shakespeare's Greatest Comedy

-

i

PRICES: 25c, 35c and 50c

positively no

rRCE Liar

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality of our bread
op to the highest. This is possible
by using:

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing; and baking, but
of and selling
also in taking-carthe bread. It you want tne best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,

aor south rmmr rarer.
ELITE

THE
NEAR

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
D. E. GALLOWAY, Mana8er.

FRDAY,
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PRIMARIES

CITY REPUBLICAN

I

WILL BE HELD

REV. HAVENS

on

to Be Held Octobers. Will
Be Selected.
ARE FIXING BOLTERS'
TICKET TO SUIT THEiWSELVES

AND

THE SALOONS

League Superin-

Anti-Saloo- n

tendent Now at Work

at Phoenix.
HE

IS

TRYING

TO

REFORM

The Wicked Capital of the Sister
Territory of Arizona-H- as
a Hard Job.

Rev. V. V. Havens, superintendent
Anti-SIt is certain that the name of Dr. of the New Mexico-ArizonI,. H. Chamberlln has been removed loon league, with headquarters in this

PRECINCT

12.

a

Phoenix, Arizona, the
as the Doners candidate for county city, visited
collector and treasurer, and in a other day, in the interest of his or
The Enterprise of that
manner Johnny Heav- ganization.
meek, lamb-likcity, in an article on his visit, has
will
lead
to
slaughter,
he
en
be
the
Hlckey
by Chairman
Cltlien
agreeing that his name be substituted this to say:
.Thirsday afternoon, will meet in
To make open war on the saloons
for Chamberlln.
evening
hall
this
theC. Colombo
and gambling houses of Phoenix, Rev.
B.
subject
keeping
Over
the
of
be
will
Delegates
at ':30 o'clock.
Iluppe on the ticket for legislative W. v. Havens, superintendent of the
4 selctd to represent this preMexico-Arizonhouse the discussions were very point- New
olnr-- at the county convention to
ltague, arrived in Phoenix yesterday,
many
points
this
ed,
weak
of
the
and
opera
house
be held at Elks'
e gentleman, politically and otherwise, to remain here severel days assisting
f Monday evening, October 8.
were thoroughly aired, so says our in the organization of n local branch
rump informant. The matter of ask- of the league.
To stop gambling snd close the sa
ing Mr. Rurpe to consent to the withdrawal of his name and let the demo- loons is the object of the league, and
PRECINCT 26.
crats fille the vacancy was finally they are now to make an active camThe city republicans of this
precinct are requested to assem- - ' postponed till another meeting which paign in Phoenix, taking up the work
will be held this evening. Summers that has been carried on in a desulS Me i the Armory room of the
burkhart, an uncompromising demo-- tory way by different advocates of the
Elks' opera house building this
crat, will probably be named to wear cause.
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Dele- At 3:30 o'clock this afternoon Rev,
friends of
Runne's shoes, although
gates to represent this precinct
Kflix Lestey are pulling the wires for Havens met with local members of
at the county republican conven- -his nomination. Some of the demo-- the league and others, who are inter
will be selected this evenf tion,
to discuss
ing.
ests brv Lester would null a few estd, tueir purpose being arrange
for
more democratic votes and thus come Plans for the future, and
or
organization
a local branch.
nearer to being elected than either the
I
v
v
Episcopal
At the First Methodist
Hiirkhart or Riinne.
PRECINCT 13.
At the next meeting of the two cen- - church tomorrow evening members of
Old
This precinct is known as
tral committees It Is quite likely, so local cnurcnes will unite for a meet-state- s
very reliable authority, that the Ing expected to bring about he real
Albuquerque, and the republicans
The
will meet t the court house to- democrats will Insist on naming candi- - organization and elect officers.
night at 7:30 o'clock. Modesto
dates for assessor end county school membership will be made as large as
says
possible,
C. Ortiz is chairman and he
superintendent, but the leaders of the
Havens explains that the league is
there will be no "rough house"
bolters cannot figure out a good
Its members belonging
this time. Delegates to county
scheme to work on Grunsfeld and
to
all political parties, with some of
Stroup to force them to withdraw
convention will be named.
them for and some against Joint state
from the ticket.
It is certain that Mr. Ogle, a total hood. He emphasizes the fact that
stranger, who was nominated
for tne league Is no way partisan.
POLITICAL
POINTERS
The only politics to be played by
county surveyor, will get off the ticket,
and that the democrats will fill the I tne iague is the support of legislaconvention,
county
republican
live candidates who are likely to favor
The
vacancy by naming Pitt Ross.
to nominate candidates for all the
The final details in this act of fusion tne extermination of gambling in Arl
county offices, will be held at the will no doubt be arranged at the meet- zona and New Mexico, and the closing
evening, lng of the two central committees of the saloons, the two objects for
fe,lks' opera house Monday
October 8, at 7:30 o'clock. The names which, so it is reported, will be held which it was formed In Albuquerque
of those spoken of as available timber this evening. At this meeting, so it 'ast uecemoer.
Havens is of the opinion that it Is
for the various offices represent very is alleged, the bolters will consider
Btrong men, politically and otherwise. a proposition from a well known gen- up to the people of the two territories
and there la no doubt in the minds oi tleman to deliver 500 democratic votes to do away with gambling without
the people that the ticket to be nomi- to the bolters ticket provided the waiting for congress to act. He
nated next Monday will be elected ticket. Is arranged to suit blui. If thinks it can better be done by the
from top to bottom.
these reports are true, there will be people of Arizona and New Mexico
A rumor has gained considerable no excuse whatever
for a bolters than by the Washington, D. C, law
currency to the effect that Dr. F. B. ticket let all the candidates named making body.
"Yes I am here to stir un a fight."
Romero and L. W. Galles, two of the by the rump convention withdraw, so
principal leaders of the
the democrat can go before the peo said he, "but it will be a fight of the
party, have jumped ple with a straight list of candidates proper kind. We will organize to
over the traces and will hereafter af- from top to bottom. In that event, tight the saloons and gambling tables
filiate with the regular republican no one would be humiliated when the We want all the people to know that
party. Mr. Galles will be remembered name of Larrazolo appears above the our guns are trained on the saloons
as the candidate of the bolters for rooster.
and gambling halls. Those who are
chairman of the primary of precinct
Candidate Larrazolo Is scheduled to I with us we would like to have Join the
2G, held Monday night, September 24, speak in Santa Fe tonight.
W. U. league.
The officers of the league are the
at which time he was very loud in Walton, secretary of the territorial
'
his denunciations," and Dr, Romero central committee, and Hon. O. N. I following: Rev. WInfleld Scott, nres
will not be forgotten as the secretary Marron, are both in th Capital City, ident, Phoenix; Rev. Henry C. Thomp- of the rump convention. However, if and will probably orate tonight, son, vice president, Albuquerque. N
they will be good in the future, the Chairman Jones is also at Santa Fe. M.; w. W. Bacon, secretary for New
leaders of the regular republican party iomorrow, air. Lrftrrazoio win go to Mexico, Aiouqucrque; C. H. Davidson
will welcome them back to the fold.
Espanola, Rio Arriba county, and Wed' secretary for Arizona, Phoenix; J. D.
nesuay or next week he will be In Emmons, treasurer, Albuquerque
The Bolters and Democrats.
1 he Arizona committee,
Taos county. This is as far as his
has
The central committees of the itinerary has been officially arranged. headquarters In Phoenix, wiilch
as fol
rumps and the democratic party held It is known, however, that Candidate lows: Rev. WInfleld Scott, ischairman
a conference list nlsht in rooms 10 Larrazolo will be kept on
the road Kev. J. R. McLean. D.I).: Rev. H. M
and 18, of the Grant building, and the pretty much all the time from now Campbell, C. H. Davidson, F. H
advisability of keeping several well until the election.
Hough.
known weak men on the ticket of the
It is a noteworthy fact that in the
bolters was discussed in animated local councils of the democrats, es
tones.
pecially in their conferences with tne
It is alleged that Col. J. F. Sulzer, bolters, Col. John McCutchen, the war-the candidate for territorial council, horse among the unterrlfled, has been
announced his willingnss to withdraw entirely Ignored, and the colonel has
his name, and the democrats stated a right to feel sore. Col. McCutchen,
that they had a candidate for the va- every week in the year, publishes the
cancy. It was Hon. H. B. Fergusson most rampant democratic
sheet in
but up to 4 o'clock this afternoon Mr. the southwest, and it is really
Fergusson had not accepted. In fact humiliating to him to see others, less
it is stated he has positively declined deserving, attending conferences and
to accept the honor.
being asked for political opinions, etc.

Is a city precinct, and the
of the precinct, per
4 repiullt-anpublished notice in The Evening

B. Farris, who has xome all the way
from Missouri for the purpose. An
elaborate musical program has also
been prepared for the morning
Monday night's meeting on foreign missions will also prove interest-in- g
to a largo number of our prupii-reis
Evening
Citizen
Tho
quested to say
that the pub
lic is not only welcome but is most
cordially Invited to attend all of the
ynoilicsil meetings. It. is nopcu Hint
lie invitation will be heeded and Unit
a warm rereption will be given by the
Albuquerque people, regardless of
creed to the members of the synod.
The Evening. Citizen here appends
he synodleal roster: Rev. H. c.
Thompson. D. D Rev. Hugh 11. Cooper, Albuquerque. N. M.j Rev. II. C.
Meeker, Tuches, N. M.; Rev. John
Meeker, Alamogordo, N. M.; Rev. Al- exader Black, Port Defiance, Ariz.;
Rev. H. M. Campbell, D. !., Kev. F.
S. Herndon, Phoenix, Ariz.; Rev. C. H.
.ove, Clifton, Ariz.; Rev. Norman
Vegas, N. M.; Rev, W.
Skinner.
C. Buell, Taos, N. M.; Rev. Chas. M.
Lnckens, M. D., Roswell, N. M.; Kev.
G. M. Dunlap. Ijis Cruces. N. M.;
Ariz.;
Rev. Frank Reld, Flagstaff,
Rev. J. M. McKnlght, Arlaona; Kev.
Geo. M. Sevier, Rev. M. Rendon, San- a Fe, N. M.; Rev. M Brown, Tucson,
Ariz.; Rev. Allun Krlchbaum, Moren- cl, Ariz.; Rev. Mr. Perkins, Socorro,
M.
Neither Rev. Dr. Marshall or
the Hon. H. B. Farris, who are sched
uled to make the principal addresses,
are members of the synod.
Of the above list of members the
following were In town this morning.
the rest being expected here for
the opening service tonight: Messrs.
John Meeker, Campbell, Herndon,
Dunlap
Love,
Buell, Krichbaum.
Luckens. Reid. Brown and the two
Albuquerque clergymen.
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Loading Hides When
Crushed Between Wagon
and Platform.

Was

ACCIDENT WAS VEKY UNUSUAL
Deceased Was One ot the Early
Settlers of Albuquerque.

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

In a most unusual manner, Augus
tus Glrard, one of the early settlers
of Albuquerque, was crushed letween
the rear end of a wagon and a platform at the Gross, Kelly & Co., warehouse In the Santa Fe yards yesterday
atternoon and received Injuries which
resulted in Ws death. The accident
occurred shortly after 4 o'clock and
death followed two hours later.
Glrard, who was an employe of
Finnigan. & Co., the wool and hide
buyers, was engaged in loading a consignment of hides on a float from
W. L. Trimble ft Co's barn. The wagon had been loaded and Glrard had
passed around behind it to fasten a
rope, whica had been passed over the
load for the purpose of holding it
secure. He was standing erect facing
the wagon, with his back to the plat
form, when for some unknown reason
the team suddenly reared back on
RELEIVED
the holaoacks, forcing the wagon toALBUQUERQUEANS
Th floor of the
ward the rlatform.
flfint oniitrht ihn un fnrl nnnto li' n lllKt
OF SEVERAL HUNDRED below the chest. Men assist,!:', in the
loading of the hidts saw the xldent
and one caught Girard In :. ;,i arms.
COUNTER JUMPER LEAVES FOR while another ran to the ( i.ice of
MANY
PARTS UNKNOWN
Gross, Kelly and compnn.- :'.:id sunv
HOLD THE SACK.
moneO Or. Wroth and A. in .tiers' am
bulance.
D. J. Walmsley, fcr the past year a
was taken to St
Mr. Glrard
clerk at the Lion dry goods store, left Joseph's hospital.
During the two
unthe city Monday night for parts
hours, which he hovered between life
known, and as a result a large num and death, he was able to speak at
ber of Albuquerque merchants as well Intervals and despite his advanced
as several "good fellows," are hold age, made a heroic effort to win
ing the sack for several dollars. The against death but the shock was too
entire amount for wnich Walmsley Kreat and shortly after 6 oclock he
"Walmsleyed" Albuquerque people is passed away. Two ribs had been
not known, but it is thought to broken and the lower part of the
amount to several hundred dollars. chest crushed, causing internal
He beat his board bill and his room
which were the cause of death,
rent, and borrowed all the cash that
The announcement of the accident
he could get hold of, so the report and ultimate death of Mr. Glrard was
goes. Gambling is said to have been a great shock to the Glrard family,
the cause of his downfall. Monday Mrs. Glrard and two daughters residevening L. B. Stern, proprietor-o- f the ing at 415 Marble avenue. Two daugb
Lion store, advanced Mr. Walmsley a ters, who are nuns in a sisters school
week's salary, which the man said he at Denver, were notified of their rath
wanted to pay his board. XT., Stern er's death, as were two sons. Frank
says that he believes that Walmsley Glrard, at preselt living at MUo, Kan.,
lost this money, as he had much of and Emil Girard, who lives in Lob An'
his salary in the past, in gambling, geles. The time of the funeral de
and that he left the city, probably for pends on answers expected momentar
ilv from the sons, who will probablq
El Paso, broke.
want to attend the last obsequies of
FOR RENT Kitchen, dining room, their deceased parent.
Mr. Glrard was widely and favorbed room and store room?- - $15 per
Minneapolis House, 524 ably known throughout the territory
month.
as a hide buyer. D. L. Murphy, local
i
South Second street.
J
manager for Finnigan & Co., says
Four-holrange with wafer front tuat in the death of Mr. Girard the
or reservoir, $24; $4 down and $4 per coronanv lost one of its best and
month, at Emmons' Furniture store. most trusted mployes.
t

RUQ DEPARTMENT Is
revelation to those who
visit it, because of the great variety of Domestlo Rugs
from the best looms.
...
Ac(i.i: .
OUR

"

,

ALBERT FABER
....
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

--

oral
Don't DIspuU with
Woman,
Especially, if h tells yon to ordw
B&ck of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (If you tbotud t
get the order), that you could Ml
grovsa
find it, for eirery first-clashandles EMPRESS. Ton Trill aiirara
find good bread, good biscuit, go
pastry and moat important of aH.
good cheer to greet yon when
come home for your dinner.. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress, sfl
all ethers.
s)

ya

M. BERGER,

TO HAVE

NEW

NOME

gn MMMHMBflrywowi

Dr. J. J. Wood, owner of the elec
tric light plant at Silver City. N. M.,
is in the city meeting many old
friends. Dr. Wood has been making
St. Louis, Mo., his home for the past
several years, having interests there
as well us in New Mexico, but now
that Silver City Is growing, in fact,
booming, he Is coming back to his
first love and will for a second time
take up his residence in Silver City.
He will continue his journey southward after a short stop here Dr.
Wood is an automobile enthusiast as
well as the owner of a degree of med
icine and has the distinction of being
the first wearer of the gogles to drive
an automobile from Denver to Silver
City.

10

MEET

AI DEWING

C. Spears, grand
I. O. O. F. lodge, has

John

MASSACRE STORIES

secretary of
the
sent out let- Itrs to loilne members, stating that!
the Santa Fe railroad company has
granted a rate of one fare and a
fifth to the meeting of the grand
Utllift. nf lh.
ln.1..t...ti,l..T,t
.f
now to no neui ai uennng, IN.
M., on the 9th and loth of this mouth.
Thv rate has been granted on the certiorate plan. The members of the
order who wish to attend the meeting
will be compelled to pay one full fare
to Deniing and to take a receipt or
certificate from the local agent showing that they have paid one full fare
going. J. H. Hodgon, the grand treasurer, will sign these receipts at the
meeting and the members of the order can then purchase their tickets
home for one-nfare. A number
lroin this city plan to be present.

'

ARE

MANUFACTURED

MEXICANS START LURID TALES
TO KEEP AMERICANS FROM
INTERIOR OF MEXICO.

K. A. Gavin, a Wheeling, I'a., man,
owning properties in the Cananea
mining district, Mexico, who was in
the city last night between tra ns, en
route bouth, said that half the white
people in the mining camps of the
republic would not know a Yaiii In- fli;in from a rrnrivn .....I fli, .,ir mit
of the massacre stories coming from
the interior are found to be true when
Investigated. Most of them are started by uatlves to scare Americans and
to keep them from penetrating the
interior. The much advertised uprising widely advertised to lake place
September li last was made out or
Yesterday afternoon a blacksmith, whole cloth.
directly opposite the furniture store
largest stock ami cheapest ranges
of O. W. Strong's Sons, observed a ever
in the city. J. D. Kmnions, the
I'ueblo Indian in the act of appropriman.
furniture
ating a baby's
bad
which
o
been standing in front of the store.
HOME-MADPICCADILLI
AT
noii-fled
The Strongs were Immediately
CAFE
ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT.
and the property recov. red. As- HENRY GOETZ. PROPRIETOR.
sistant Marshal Kenne.lv took the In
Three ranges in one day is the
dian In charge, but in asmuch as the
of the
did not care crd of one salesman at Emmons' fur-t- o
prosecute he was released.
nlture store.

n

immii mi mi

QUTTER NUT

go-ca- rt

go-ca- rt

FINE LINE OF
CAKES

11KEAD
Better

Than

Home-Mad-

Always on Hand.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
foes here
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The
duties

YOU

Can You Solve This Rebus?
this newspaper are undoubtedly
Interesting
Rebuses which have apfamiliar with the
peared in The Ladles' Home Journal from time to time.
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines,
and will give three prizes or presents of value to the
first three persons who solve the Rebus correctly. We
are sure that this Contest will create Interest In every
home reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

The seventeenth annual synod '
New Mexico, which also includes Arizona; will convene in the First Tres-b- y
terian church here this evening.
The following program will be observed during the session:
Friday, October 5.
7:30 p. in. Devotional service and
sermon by Itev. Dr. H. M. Campbell
of Phoenix, Ariz., followed by communion. After the service the organization of the synod will take
place. Including the election of a new
moderator and the transaction of rou
tine business.
Saturday, October 6.
7:3u p. m. Address on homo missions by Kev. A. It. Marshall, D. D.,
pastor tif the First Presbyterian
church, Minneapolis, Minn.
8:30 p. m. Keceptlon of the members of synod by the members and
friends of the First Presbyterian
church of Albuquerque.
Sunday, October 7.
y:4j a. in. Sabbath school.
Dedicatory service; serllvOO a. m.
mon by Kev. Dr. Marshall.
3:3n p. in. Meeting in the interests
of temperance and good citizenship.
Address by the Hon. 11. P. Farris of
Missouri.
by Kev. Dr.
7:oO p. m. Address
Marshall on evangelistic work.

makes

the

the cares less,

Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to
A I way a

AtfdM

12

Midnight

Vet

Rooming Bouse is Conntclios,

113

Vest

Uid

Avtaac

H. O'REILLY & CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

Ad-

.

On Ice

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET
U

r.

"

Ready to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water

'

.
i-i-

The St. Elmo
12

I FAN R

-

1

0 West Railroad Avenae

ooeoo
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DDODoirrnD

BARNETT, Prop'r.

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

?

SAMPLE AND

8

CLUB ROOMS
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The Albuquerque Business College

b

DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

I

ENTER AT ANY

TIME-BE- GIN

NOW

Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Bookkeeping
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Business Practice
Manifolding
Penmanship
Banking
Corretpondenr
Business English
Spelling
Competent Inst
Added Equipment
New Management
Reasonable Rates "
Fair Treatment

tors

C o r

v

e c

The

W.

r.

M

LIBRARY BUILDING.
Albuquirqum,
". Prlnclpml

1

CITIZEN JOB Room

Hd

Tnvopee

Mot

Head

Program

Invitation

Catalog"
Blank Book
Racolpt Book

othtr word
turn out
ovorytnlmga
In

we

prlntor know
how to do

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
j

letter

Commercial
Printing

We secure good positions for our graduates; adHress
(

J

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

JOSEPH

0"'

HOME

YOUR

REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

In writing your answer, write on one side of the
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer

v

IN

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe

twelve o'clock noon, October 15th.

FIRST PRIZE $5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
SECOND PRIZE $3.50 MOSQUETAIRE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.

A TELEPHONE

NEED

p

--

The only condition of the contest is that no answers
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than

to the Rebus, your name, street and city address.
dress your answer to the Rebus Editor, care of

The telephone preserve your
health, prolong your life and
protects your home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

8.

This will bo the fiual meeting
7::i" p. m. Addresses by Kev. John
Meeker of Alamogordo. N. M., und
of Morenci,
Kev. Allen Krichbaum
Ariz... on foreign missions.
It will be Observed from the above
progi'um that a rare treat is In store
for the religious and intellectual people of our city through the session
in our town of this important religious body. Among the many Interesting features contained In the program we note the following: An address by Dr. Marshall on home missions tomorrow night to be followed
with a reception, tint eutiie program
of Sunday, including the dedication
of the church in the morning and a
good citizenship meetiffg in the af
ternoon, to be addressed by Hon. II.

telephone
lighter,

and the worries fewer.

This Is the Seventeenth An
nual New Mexico Synodleal Meeting.

uciooer

BAKERY

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors

iiiwnwmim

All the readers of

Monday,

It.

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended

IS RETURN

ING TO SILVER CITY

A
l.lg trnasformation
is taking
place in the vicinity of Copper avenue between Second and Third
streets.
old,
Several
ramshackle
buildings on the north side of the
avenue, which have been eyesores to
the neighborhood since the early days
of the city, have been raised and
moved away. Fifty feet of the place
holds absolutely nothing now, but in
ihe nerr future there will be erected
there a handsome new cement l.irld- lng. The Mann Saddlery company is
the owner of the property and the
new building will be occupied bv the
company's harness store, now located
on North Second street.

ODD FELLOWS

WOOD

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

osoeee
FRENCH

SESSION
DR.

117 Gold Avenue

e'

SYNOD

COMPANY

& GO..

BORRADAILE

.

MANN SADDELRY

Staab Building

Hooseholct Goods

1

PRESBYTERIAN

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE 6IX.

he will be more likely to make
progress at school.
3
Take kindly InHrest In the
child's school life and work, questioning and encouraging him frequently
In regard to Ills Rtudles.
4
Beware of gossip a'lout school
Inn and became drunk and tried to
rover up he misdemeanor by having mutters, for In this way children get
Jones briiiR the horse to town end hold of stories, both true and untrue,
that often do harm.
start the lost story.
5 Every teacher has favorites, of
Major Kostor said that She ruan was
assistant eneineer of tho squad and course, (what parent has not a favor
that soiii" drawing tools were lostllte child?) but teachers seldom show
re-b-p
Hefore finding fault
duiiiiir the escapade, which be would partiality.
glad to recover.
member this. Also remember that the
teacher ha to nisnige fifty or sixty
children to your two or three.
Apropos of the above, a few rules
for teachers might not. be out. of place.
1
Remember that most parents are
very anxious about the education of
their children, and It Is the duty of
the teacher to meet them half-waYESTERDAY'S GAMES,
when difficulty arises.
ihci, mm Kia nu ui an
National Lamif
'selfishness In your dealings with chil- The
nttsburg. Oct.
champion (Irenana wlth parents.
C lncago team
shut out the IMttsburgs
ot be dlBC!OIlrawd whcn par.
3IJo
yesterday 4 to O.Alt hough the cham-,- , n(g
,IIlJustly rrUcize you; It may
Plons had a patched in and outfield, h that you ,1(,e(, gome ot ,t n per.
a
nwjit P! cu','Jii ffftlV honest with yourself, and your
.waiw nao biu-Score:
R. H. E, indignation will not wax very strong.
0 7 3
Pittsburg
Ix-- t your ambition be to cultivate
4
4
Chicago
8 0 a loving personality
one that cannot
Batteries
Infield, Phelps and bo resistea. And face every
difficulty
Peltz; Pfelster, Kllng and Moran.
with absolutely fearlessness. People
New York, Oct 4. The New Yorks hate a coward.
defeated Philadelphia today 7 to 6,
mainly owing to Strang's batting. He
made a home run and three safe
bunts. Score:
R. H. E.
Philadelphia
6 10 0
IS GROWING RAPIDLY
New York
7 10 3
Batteries Sparks and Dooln;
and Smith.
Boston, Oct. 4. A double-heade- r
SCHOOL CENSUS SHOWS AN INbrought to a close the local National
CREASE OF 992 CHILDREN
league season yesterday, Brooklyn
OVER LAST YEAR.
taking both games. Score:
R. H. E.
Hrooklyn
3 8 1
A school census of Bernalillo county
Boston
2 11 4 just completed shows the following In
Batteries
Strlcklett and Ritter: teresting facts:
Mndaman and Brown.
Year 1905-06- .
Second game
14
R. H. E. Male teachers employed
Brooklyn
2 5 0 remale teachers employed...
.63

this morning said that the man
tip at tho Jones Inn
an the
the
nuad una passing
plarp and that he Is firmly of the belief that the man never lost his horse
GOLO ly being
thrown, but stopped at the

CITIZEN.

EVENING

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

5,

196.

Affair

INTERESTING STORY
OF FINDING

had

How Mexican Peon Became
One of the Richest Men In
All His Country.
FOUND BIG GOLD MOUNTAIN
Would Rather Keep His Gold
the Mountain than Have It In-

In

vested In Enterprises.
(By Silas E. Snyder.)
Hack in the Sierra Madrc mountains two days Journey on mule-bacfrom Culiacan, the capital of Sinaloa,
Mexic;), Is a gold mine of wonderful
richness owned by a farmer peon.
named Diego Maldonado. The mine Is
an antlsna, a name given by the Mexicans to the old abandoned Spanish
mines so frequently uncovered by
prospectors in Jhese days of frenzied

gold hunting, and previous to Its rediscovery by Diego It had lain Idle
for two hundred years or more.
This Diego was a lalorer on a great
maguey plantation and as he was al
ways In debt to his employer ho was
practically a slave, for to owe money
in Mexico makes the debtor a bondman and he belongs body and soul to
Ills creditor if he be unfortunate
enough to belong to the peon class.
For twelve years Diego labored In
the hacienda for a few centavos per
day going and coming at the will of
bis master, half starving In his hut
on the hill, but 'happy when he had
plenty of coffee and tobacco to eke
out his diet of corn cakes and beans.
But Diego longed for better things
and, like Oliver Twist, he hankered for
meat. Once he stole a piece of dried
goat flesh that hung on a string on
the patio of his master's house, but
the major domo saw the horrible
crime and broke the thief's shoulder
with a grubbing hoe.
Then Diego had to lie In the hut
on the hill and smoke cigarettes while
his wife labored in the Held. Bui he
hankered for flesh, and while he 'Hankered the hills called him and he
went to them. Every morning he went
abroad with his plckawee and pecked
at the rocks in Setentrione canyon
He had a hunch that gold might be
hidden there, and with gold he couid
buy meat, and freedom, so he pecked
away at the rock while the little brown
wife tolled among the maguey plants.
The sun cursed at him from a brassey
sky and the cactus tore at his flesh.
Quit he faltered not and then one day
a thing happened.
He had been following a blind trail
that led him to a mesa and had scaled
a ledge at the risk of his life when;
behind a vast growth of cactus he dis-rftir

an n il Aiimn I
'he found the

this lead

Pit

a II t Tl o

entrance to

a mine but it was walled up with

rub-

ble and cement. Meat was now in
sight, for Diego was wise in his ignor
ance and knew that be had found a
rich antlgna, for the old Spanish miners didn't wall up worthless mines.
The next day he borrowed from
tils master mony sufficient to pay
"Denouncing" (filing his claim on)
the land surrounding the find, thereby
enslaving himself and his wife for
years, but he said not a word to anyone about the mine. Then he ran
away to Culiacan, filed his paper of
"denouncement" and bought a pick
a hammer and some drills.
In September, 1905, an English
syndicate headed by the duke of
Westminister offered Diego Maldonado
fifteen million dollars for his gold
mine In the Sierra Madre, but he only
laughed.
"What do I want with your gold,"
asked Diego. "I have a mountain full
of it and can help myself when I like.
If I took your money then my trouble
would begin; I would have many lawyers to look after my fortune, many
clerks to care for my business, much
distress to keep it from leaving me
and my ha'.r would blanch with the
care of investments. No, I will keep
the mine."
He built a stout keen of stone at
bis mine's entrance, had a steel vault
door bung there and armed men to
guard it day and night. When Diego
wants money he takes his men into
the mine and breaks out sufficient
ore, which Is immensely rich. The
smelter man hands him a check and
he goes to the City of Mexico where
the little brown wife lives In a ipalace.
It Is this man who offers to build
war ships for his native country to
pay off national debts and to do other
great things. He owns the fastest
yacht in Mexico and will enter her
for competition in the great International regatta to be held in Hampton Roads at the Jamestown exposition near Norfolk, Virginia in 1907.
It is not necessary to add that in
these latter days Diego Maldonado has
meat to eat.

aked to draw

WEDS A SOCIETY GIRL
IN

3

1

0

Batteries Eason and Ritter; Young
and Brown.

American League.
Chicago, Oct. 4. Chicago, the new
champions of the American league
celebrated the
yesterday
by winning 3 to 1 in the opening game
of the' final series with Cleveland.
Score:
R. H. E.
Chicago
3 4 2
Cleveland
1 4 1
Batteries Fienke and Roth; Joss
and Bem'is.
At Philadelphia Philadelphia-NeYork game postponed; rain.
home-comin-

Total

.77

Male children enrolled
Female children enrolled

Total

1,748
1,655

r.

3,401

g

w

Number of school rooms 72.
Total wages paid $35,051.
Year 1906.
Figures for the scholastic year be- sua in oeptemuer tnus tar ascertained
are as follows:
3,841
Male children of school age
Female children of school age... 3, 637

7,478
Total
Total increase over last year, 992.
The largest increases were made in
the district or Old Albuquerque and
Berelas, the former leading with a
total increase of 450 children. The
city of Albuquerque shows an Increase
of 250. The Barelas district shows a
1
In hearing of the child never similar increase.
criticize the teacher. (If you break
A Badly Burned Girl
this rule, the education of the child
at that teacher's school will suffer un- or boy, man or woman, is quickly
til your remark Is forgotten. And the out of pain if Bucklen's Arnica Salve
child will remember it longer than Is applied promptly. G. J. Wtolch of
you Imagine.)
Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I use it in
2
Have the child to understand my family for cuts, sores and all
that you expect him to be studious, skin Injuries, and find It perfect."
and obedient to the teacher. This Quikest pile cure known. Best healdoubles the child's responsibility and ing salve made. 25c at all druggists.

RULES FOR THE TEACHER
AND ALSO THE PARENT
Following are some rules taken
from the Paradise Record. So much
of good sense and reason are contain
ed In them, that taey are worth

W ay

The Old Way

No water, no preservatives; oysters in a sealed,
white enameled case, ice
outside.

Water, preservatives.ice
and oysters all togetier
into a stale wooden
tub.

The New
A

i

Sealshlpt Oysters,

shipped in the new wty,

Sealshlpt Carriers

received daily in

MINCE MEAT
OUR OWN MAKE
Absolutely Pure

Clean and Sweet

We make this Mince Meat right here In your own city from a
recipe which cannot be excelled, using only the purest and best of
ingredients.
Don't buy a foreign product with- all Its uncertainty
when you can obtain a much better article made right here and one
that you know Is a "pure
-

Topeka, Kas., Oct. 5. The mar
rlage of Hazel Mulvane, aged 20, to
George "Spec" Hurlbut has created
the biggest stir In Topeka society for
years. It Is regarded as the greatest
catch of the season In the Western
association. Hurlbut Is centerflelder
on the Topeka team of the Western
association.
Hazel Mulvane is the daughter of
Dr. G. J. Mulvane, very wealthy and
prominent. Her parents did not even
know she was acquainted with the
baseball player. Her father declared
after the marriage that he had never
seen the man to know him.
Unconsciously ho was helping on
the courtship by furnishing a carriage
in which his daughter drove to the
ball games day after day and In
which she brought her baseball lover
back to the city. The girl's mother
first learned of the marriage by a
ORDERED TO REPORT

IN

CUBA FOR DUTY
Dr. J. W. Thomasson of Fort Whipple leaves today for Newport News,
from which point he will embark for
Cuba, where he has been ordered to
report for duty by the war depart-

ment, says the Prescott Journal-MineHe has been stationed at Fort
Whipple for the past three years and
hopes to return here as soon as he
Is ordered to return from Cuba. His
family will not accompany him but
will remain here until he either returns under orders from his superior
officers or on a four months' leave of
r.

uote sent by a messenger Just after
the ceremony.
After securing the license the couple went to a suburban pastor to be
married. The bride wore her street
costume and the groom was In his
shirt sleeves.
Society was shocked, but the bride
1
declared:
liked 'Spec,' and I Just
couldn't help It."
The age of the groom as given to
the marriage license clerk was 29.
Various reports have put It all the
way from this up to 51. The bride
has been a familiar figure on the
streets of Topeka, riding astride a
beautiful bay horse. "Spec" Hurlbut
Insists that he will be able to keep
his wife In the luxury to which she
has been accustomed. The riav After
the marriage it rained, but on the
second day "Spec" played his usual
position and the bride was the center of attraction in the grand stand.
absence, now due him In the ordinary
course of service.
From the tenor of the telegram he
received he will bo the executive officer of the hospital corps, having
charge of the surgical department. If
there will be no military action In the
Cuban imbroglio he will, in a short
time, ask for four months' leave of
ai sence and will return here.
He Is not an entire stranger in
Cuba, having had six months' service there, and also three years in
the Philippines, being the executive
officer in charge of the hospital corps
In both cases.
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NOTE THE LOW PRICES
2 pounds for . . .

J25

50 pound keg for $4.00

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

A. V. TEGRfER

l
a
M

I
?

Contractor and Builder

M
M

H

Outside Building Orde rs Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
First-Clas-

s.

M

h

5

Albuquerque,

References Given

N. M.

ocK3oocacccoooo

Colonist Rates to
California and the
.

.

Northwest...

.I

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to

all principal points on the

A. T. & S. F.,

and

Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
x-w-

n

What we know you would always say
"Schlitz beer" when you order. If you
could visit our brewery-- as
thousands have
done you would insist on the beer that is

W

rate of $25.00.

17

h

that

for

or

in-

formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.

Agent

Rates'

SJ0

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR AfD FALL FESTIVAL, LA8 VEGAS,
the round t p. Tickets on sale September 24 to
N. M. Rate $4 00
27. Return limit, September 29. 1306.
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AN; HORSE SHOW, ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
the round trip. Ticket on cale SepRate $30.75
September
tember 22 to 26 inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. Thi
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 50 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
1906
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale October
5 to B inclusive.
Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment of 50 cents.
OF PYTHIAS,
BIENNIAL MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS
1906.
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
NEW ORLEANS, LA., October
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Datet of sale October 11 to 14 inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
day until September 30th. Also one way rates to points in the North,
west, South and West

fr

I

fr

24-2-

as is everv

15-2-

bottle of
Schlitz.

T.

E. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

There's Work for you
in California....

c Beer
I hat IVsade M ilwaukee famous.
PHONE, AUTOMATIC,

8
8

090900900m09090mom0009090mom3909090909093000

You would want a beer cleanas ours is.
You would want it filtered and aged as
we do it.
You' would want to know that
every bottle is sterilized
that it is pure
for

For other rates and full

7. E. PURDY,

brewed here.

The New Mexico and Arizona troops
which went to the maneuvers of the
southwest district at Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Ask
the Brewery Bottling.
are- returning home. A train bearing
one squadron of the Fifth cavalry and
Common
beer is sometimes substituted
Schlitz.
one company of iho Twenty-nintinTo avoid being imposed upon, see
fantry, with Major Foster In comthe cork
crown is branacd
mand, passed through the city yesterday, arriving from the north in the
morning and departing for the west
shortly before noon.
The cavalry
jjnt'S to Fort Wingate, and the Infantry is returning to Whipple barracks,
Arizona.
In going to Cheyenne the cavalry
a inarched from Wingate to Ias
Vegas, aiul there took a train for the
remainder of the way. In returning
th.e march was mailt) from Cheyenne
to Colorado Springs, and there the
command was placed aboard the train
'o finish the Journey home. All were
i:i tine condition.
Ii will be remembered that in going
to Ch'yenne, the Fort Wingate troops
Hem Sunday in the city and were
i niped near the brewery, and that
m leaving one of the troopers lost his
horse on t lie mesa. The animal was
brought to the city by Brad Jones, who
airi that he found it on the mesa
f
feared that the horseman bad
eu thrown and was probably some
lace on the mega suffering from
i.: her Injuries and thirst or bot'a.
The trooper showed up all right later
uud Joined the marching squadron
rear Kas Vegas. The borse was sent
to 'he command.
Major FobUr In talking about the CONSOLIDATED
CO., 109 111 SOUTH FIRST STREET, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
1
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Boston

4 PURE FOOD

I

4.--

SOUTHWEST TROOPS ARE

-

'

HIS SHIRT SLEEVES

199 OR 265.

All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-not- c
wages; higher than
eastern scale, i eriect
possible at a season
work
climate. Construction
$25.00 in a
Invest
when it ceases elsewhere.
railroad ticket on sale via Santa Fe, every
day'until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
Illustrated Icanet shoeing
T. E. PURDY, Agent,

of
get. free to those
who apply to

rstc

Atchiios. TopeU It Wnu Fe By.. Albuquerque

FHDAY,

OCTOBER

Q26.00
t

.

LI

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

190.

B,

STOP! LISTEN!

CITIZEN.
MOTT'S

IS DRUNKARD INSANE?

1

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
A

RANGE WITH

FIVE-HOL-

$29.00
$26.00

el

h

Vehicles

omtrt"ri, titer

Thry at
At

,AND.

ANN ft SON.

Holes burnt in your

H'arness

pockets grow larger, don't

at Reduced

tt your money born holes in your

Prices.

TIME

pockets.
Intrust your money to the safe
keeping of a bank. This Is the only
safe way to save it. The one sure
way to have money Is to save it.
A bank account is not for the rich
only, it is suited to every one, especially to the man who saves his

CASH

Corner Coal tnd Second

tr it

nn--

'

HOTT CHEMICAL

D. EMMONS
J. The
Furniture Man

,'uVuil

If

(irtnl--

oooocoococo$oocooo

PILLS

t(f'f
pains nf irtfntrtia-tt.-- n
,lf AitverV
wnnifinhHl, mil in df
inpfnpn1 of nrrn mid boly. No
known rcmrlv hr women piut
them. Cannot ito fnrm Hf

WARMING CLOSET.
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR REbtnVUIn,
ON

lrlt
anil

KUH SAU0 BY

I

8

PENNYROYAL

ALIEN ISTS DISGRACE

,
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PAGE SEVEN.

BOTH PHONES

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TtiVIE TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET U3
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr First Strt and TIJtras Avenum

money.
Bank accounts

grow surprisingly
fast. To make a start is the important part after that it la easy.
Io not live to save, but save to
llvt.

SKE- L- PARTICULARS OF

GHASTLY

THE

JOHN

DEATH

ETON II ADOBE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE.

Albuquerque

Iron and Brass
Cart; BaiAUM.
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Meui; Columns and Iron Frost tM

MEXICO

Buildings-

E. COLEMAN

WALL

BAR

M.

IN

CONNECTION.

No. 209 South Flrat Street.

DR. AUbK
MCLEAN

Found By Workmen In Re- He Was One of the Old Timers
of Southern New
modeling Building on De
Mexico.
Vargas Street.

If

HJUlILTfiN.

On Tuesday The Evening Citizen
published a brief telegram from Silver City, announcing the death near Special Correspondence.
New York, Oct. 5. Is the drink
that city Monday of John E. Coleman,
the man who discovered the turquoise habit a sign of insanity?
acstone. The Independent, in an
Dr. T. D. Crothers, superintendent
count of his death, says:
Monday added another pioneer to of Walnut lodge hospital. Hartford,
adthe roll of those who have lately been Conn., in a recent sensational
called to meet their Maker. John E. dress, delivered before the British
Coleman passed away at his ranch, Medical association, declared that Inthree miles east of this city, at 3 ebriety as it has been known under
o'clock Monday morning, after an ill- varying aspects through all the ages
ness extending over quite a protract- of men, is the result and not the
ed period. His brother, D. V. Colecause of insanity.
man, and his sister, Mrs. Emma Ellis
Dr. Crothers maintains that the unof Topeka, Kas., who came hore a controllable appetite tor Intoxicating
ago
bedBide,
and
be
to
his
month
at
drinks destroyes the lives of a hunwhose kind assistance in ministering dred thousand men and women every
proved
to the wants of the deceased
year and is a phase of a certain form
a great comfort to the sick man, were of insanity, manifesting itself much
gently
constantly in attendance and
as do other insanity phases. He ascared for him up to the last.
serts that the efforts to cure or to
John T. Coleman was a Kentuckian "reform" the habitual drinker conby birth, having been born at Louis stitutes a real wrong and injustice to
ville, in that state, on June 30. 1829, the drunkard, inebriety being a defin
consequently lK!lng 77 years of age ite mental disease wttn a distinct
at the time of his demise. He went cause, progress and termination.
to California in the early '50s, during
The views of two famous alienists
the then prevalent gold excitement were solicited in this city upon the
there, spending fourteen years pros great question.
pecting and mining In that section;
Dr. Allen McLane Hamilton, one of
he then returned to his native state, the first authorities, said:
where he remained for a few years,
"There are a large nunilier, in fact
later moving to Kansas. However, a majority, of distinguished alienists
his long experience in California had who have repudiated Dr. Crothers'
Inculcated in him a longing for the theories of which we have long been
frontier life of the west, and he or- familiar. I, however, entirely agree
ganized a company consisting of with his views.
about twenty men, mostly from Kan"There are many and various forms
sas, and came to this section of the of drunkenness, but the recurring,
country In 1871. So far as known uncontrollable
passion for strong
he wus the sole surviving member of drink, following and being followed
the company. He homesteaded the by long intervals of absolute temperland comprising his ranch here in ance, is classed as dipsomania. How
1872, and has resided on it continucan any physician of experience in
ously ever since, a period of thirty-fou- r mental diseases, who has watched the
years, during the early portion premonitory symptoms of these outof which he had to be continuously breaks, the nervous Irritability, the
on the alert to protect himself and chronic dyspepsia, the bilious head
property from the then roving, bands
aches preceding the 'drink storm' (to
of hostile Apaches.
use Dr. Crothers' figure of speech)
By reason of his long residence doubt
that the insane impulse for
here the deceased was one of the drink an impulse utterly beyond the
best, known men in this section of the control of the subject arises from a
He was an enthusiastic psycopathic condition?
southwest.
rancher, and paid strict attention to
"Insanity must find some outlet or
the most approved methods of rota- manifestation.
we
In some cases
tion and cultivation of crops as best have hallucination, in others still a
counadapted
to
section
of
the
this
suicidal or homicidal impulse and in
RAILROAD NOTES.
try, and, besides, he was sufficiently others the fierce appetite for drink.
Fred Noel, a well known west end interested
Inpreserve
forestry to
All treatment based upon the utterly
conductor, and his wife came in last tact on hisin ranch
quite" an extensive absurd theory
that a man loves drink
night from their wedding trip Air. tract of virgin timber.
He was hon- because he loves vice, that he can
last est
and Mrs. Noel were married
and well deserved the friendship cure him self by the effort of strong
month in Wisconsin.
and esteem of all. By his death will power; that in one word he can
mm
John Dillon, car clerk for the Santa Grant county loses not only one of be 'reformed,' are false and had.
Fe railroad company at Las Vegas, its original settlers, but one of its
"Dipsomania, the taint of which is
left for Topeka, Kas., where he will best citizens.
carried In the blood from generation
accept an excellent position with the
to generation of a family, correspond- A DIAMOND BROOCH.
same railroad. He was formerly em
lng with other forms of insanity, can
ployed there, but came to Las Vegas
only be treated as a mental disease,
A
conbeautiful diamond brooch,
for his health. He was greatly im
progress, cumulative
with cause,
e
stones, symptoms and final effect. The sympproved, if not entirely cured by the' taining twenty-on- e
unredeemed. toms described by Dr. Crothers, the
left on our hands,
climate.
.
Wholesale value, $250, retails at the cases In which men, realizing the apDivision Superintendent Kuril left Jewelry stores for $300. Our price, proach of the drink fever, have
put
Las Vegas yesterday on business of $175. On display In our show win- their affairs in order and then tempoimportance to some point, probably dow. Rosenfield's. 118 Railroad av- rarily vanished from the ken of all
Kurn on enue the man you can trust.
Cerrillos. Superintendent
who know them, to return after a
this trip will select a suitabll place
o
long Interval, absolutely sober and
In all particulars at which to get out
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM clear in mind, are familiar to every
ballast for the purpose of ballasting BREAD and take no other.
man and woman with experience of
the Santa Fe track between this city
and l.as Vegas.

Was a murder committed In the old
sdobo house at 134 De Vargas
street? says the New Mexican. The
discovery of an adult human skeleton
there yesterday afternoon would seem
to indicate that such was the case.
While carpenters were engaged in
' laying a floor In one of the bed rooms
the bones were unearthed, and the
finding of them may prove the solution of a mysterious crime dating back
many years.
What strengthens the murder the
ory is the fact that the skeleton was
found encased In mud used for making adobe brick which had long since
hardened. The skeleton was not lying stretched out but was in a half
reclining position or a Bitting posture. The presence of the mud plaS'
terlng over the body is thought to
have been to prevent any odor issuing
trom it during the process of decom
position.
Evaristo Lucero Is the owner of
the building in which the skeleton was
found. He secured possession of it
about two years ago by the foreclosure
of a mortgage. Recently be decided
to have it overhauled, and put in
wooden floors over the earth. One of
the carpenters In wielding a pick yesterday for the cross pieces on which
to nail the' floor struck something hard
which aroused his curiosity and a second blow laid bare part of one of the
legs.
Judging from the appearance of
the. bone's the skeleton is that of a
man. There are no bullet holes or
marks to indicate foul play. The
skull ia intact with none of the teeth
missing.
When the news spread that the
skeleton had been discovered and the
suspicious circumstances
connected
with it, a large number of people called at tne house to see it. The carpenters were not at work today and
no one was allowed inside. The skeleton is still there but will probably be
burled tomorrow.
Who the person was and if a
murder was committed, who the murderer was will proliably never be
known, it was reported on the street
today that a man who had lived in
the house disappeared mysteriously
about twenty years ago and that the
skeleton is all that Is left of him.
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Ropilrn on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpoalalty
foundry east aids of railroad track.
AlbaqiartB.

Lodging House
AT ALL HOURS

Works

f. HALL, Proprietor
Casting; Ore, Coal and feumber

White House Restaurant and
MEALS

Machine

n.

COMMERCE
NEW

Foundry and

,

big-siz-

'
I

Opposite 8anta Fe Depot.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

The New York Saloon and

General Building Supplies

MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

J

SCREEN DOORS

Rooming House

life. We have all met such cases
They are all incurable."
Dr. Carlos F. McDonald, an alien
reputation, declines
1st of world-wid- e
to accept Dr. Crothers' theories. He
said:
"To lay down the broad general
proposition that a man possessed of
an appetite for drink is of necessity
afflicted with Insanity is absurd, and
Dr. Crothers' argument is flatly con
tradicted by all our experience.
"Dipsomania, or drink madness
as it is called, is a disease in itself,
arising from no distinct and specific
cause. In nearly all cases the mor
bid craving for drink has originated
in a certain physical or mental depression Induced by a given set of
Business or family
circumstances.
troubles, acute sorrow arising from
bereavement, may have their part in
arousing the desire for stimulants
which may have laid dormant in the
Mood through the greater part of a
lifetime.
"Dipsomania, in one word, origin
ates from a certain diseased condition
of the nerves rather than the mind.
The craving Is purely animal and
corresponds with the abnormal appetite of a gourmand for rich foods.
While insanity, temporary or permanent. Is In nearly all cases the consequence of prolonged drinking, it
can not fairly be classed as a provocative of dipsomania."

315 South Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two
Blocks From Poetoffice,
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

Lightning Hay

Rico Hotel and Bar
No.

We bave received a car load of Lightning presses end in order to sell
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash coat to
us and car load (rHght.

DINELLI

111
&

North First
LENCIONI.

S

reet.

Both Phones

Third and Marquetti

at Very Low Prices

Pi-esse-s

Proprietor.

WINES, LIQUORS AN! J CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Traveler.
Room By Day, Week or Month.

PIONEER BAKERY
BALLINQ, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)

SIMON
WEDDING

CAKES

A

X

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albaquerque.

WRITE

J.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

KORBER

&

WE FULL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

JUST RECEIVED
at the

a.

A. SLEYSTER

L. II. SHOEMAKER

Indian Summer

all year 'round

Meat Market
of Fresh and Salt Meats.
8team 8auag Factory.
1
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street,

All Kind
.

MAUGER
VJOOL

W. E.

with Raaoe

UNDERTAKERS

CJUCINHiaO

P.inlM.. .nil nnl

P"i or wnt

Vt.1.
tK"Jy

..i.i..

M

00.

or

PLUMBING
STANDARD
AND HEATING CO.

MONUMENTS

Id plain wrapptr.

lxttl.i

201-21-

1

&

Mauger.

First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
TOTI A GRAOI
In
Dealer
Groceries, Provisions, EX
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Iiqnort
and Cigars. Place your orders fos
this line with u.
NORTH THIRD STREWS

$H

or coi.udoiu.
inl
tola k, DniRltlt,

STilET

THIRD

Thos. F. Keleher

gro-ceri- os

rmUtelMla.

and Retail, Albnqnerqne

Wholesale

CO.,

ONCE.

TO, US AT

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice line of Imported Goods DiHeadquarters for Low Prices
rect from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Mrs. Bambini, at Tier parlors. No.
pre209 West Railroad avenue, Is
Remember, we handle the best on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
pared to give thorough scalp treat- meat and a full line of choice
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
ment, do hair dressing, tre--t corn,
MATTEUCCI.
ingrowing
LOMMORI
6
nails. She
bunions and
408 W. Railroad Avanua
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini' own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- Eand is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
cures end prevent dandruff and hair
Automatic Telephone. 174.
falling out; restore life to dead hair;
removes moles, wart and superfluous
bair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations are purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just adGeneral Repair Shop.
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles.
line and gas stoves repaired.
It is also used for rheumatism, pain
and massage
Next to Walton's drug store, Bout
Third street.
i to be fountl ir homes
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
Sick headache is caused by dewarmed by
rangement of the stomach and by inHOT WATER. SYSTEM.
Stomach
digestion.
Chamberlain's
discorrect
Tablets
these
and Liver
The atmosphero remain
0. W. Strong's Sons
pure, balmy
orders and effect a cure. By taking
these tablets as soon as the first inynd overtly
8TRONO BtOCX.
dication of the disease appears the
jr
tempered.
p-7attack may be warded off. Get a free
sample and try them. For sale by all
druggists.
tcenomrcui.
jq and durabltt
EjH'mattJ
frmm.
MENANDWGMER.
Cm Big u fnrannatural
LlKEa
dtlc barrel. luflftinDattD,
Superintendents
Falrview
aad
1itruind
irriutiooi or ul'rftiton
.
v, in u v u w waumnnM,
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
ImUVmCHtMICllCO.

JfTl

N. 8eeond St.. Bota Phones.

a.75.

Office, 115 North

7

M.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, anal
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
S00 North Broadway, corner of Wss
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. Kl

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATB.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BuUdln.

A. E. WALKER.
FIRE

INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West RUroo4
avenue.

.

SURVEYORS ARE FAST
NEARING

LAS VEGAS

The surveyors for the coniHinplated
Dawson road, which it has boon rumored for some time will positively
be built bv the Phelps-Dodg- e
people
through Uis Vegas from El Phfo to
Denver, opening up the great Daw
son coal fields, are now at work on
this side of Santa Rosa and it is only
a matter of a couple of weeks until
they will reach Las egas.
The men uri- in charge of Field En
gineer Henning. who Wednesday sent
to Las Vegas for men to assist in the
work. Luis Giierin has accepted a position with the field men and will
leave for Santa Horn, while others
will follow.
The puny making he
final survev is now less than sixty
miles from Ijis Vegas.
NOTICE

FOrt

PUBLICATION.

Department of the, Interior, Land
at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

Of-fie- e

22,

19uC.

Notice is hertl.y given that Juan
l'alilo Montano of Hasan, N. M., has
tiled notice of ais intention to make
r
proof In support of
final
his claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No.
312, made April 2:', l'JUl. for the NV
Sec-lu-n
4, Lots 3 and 4,
SV
Section 5, Lois 1 cud 5, Section 8, and
3,
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
Lot
Range 0 E, and tuat said proof will be
made before the Probate t'lerk at Bernalillo, X. M., on November 5, l'JOG.
He names the following witnesses to
prove bis continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
N. M.;
Nestor Gonzales of Ilai-'an- ,
J:irolo Gutierrez of Lai I'lucltas, N.
M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las I'lacltas,
N. M.; Andres Armijo of Las I'l icita-:- ,
five-yea-

N. M.
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IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUFR-t"!- J.
AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
If.
iVXS. OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
lk.tT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRXNCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
TASO AND TEXAS.
l.Oiiu BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2;x
140 FEET, LAID OUT TVITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 2d FEET W!UE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL I.AKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING SlC,oiO; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL 1JVRGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROU.ER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
U'liCI., FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IK CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
18 A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
IDE HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
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A Railway Center

TO HELEN, H, M.

COME

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
WrE NEED A FIRST-CLASGRAVEL.
HOTEL AND A GOOD.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townstte

lm- -

Pies.

WM. M. BERBER,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEA It, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

0
0
0

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

0
0

S,

s

The Belen Town and

0
0
0
0
0

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
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Some old friends of (loo. P. Learn-ardIlonry Pago, together with his
daughter and son In law, arrived on a
visit yesterday. Thoy are from Napoleon, Michigan.

Bcy a Par of Our
Fall Shoes Today

Pennington, the photographer, and family left thlH morning for
Dalhart, Texas. Mrs. Pennington to
visit relatives and Mr. Pennington to
attend to business.
G. K. Rhnadea arrived here from
lknver yesterday and will remain
several days. Mr. Hhoades la connected with the underwriters' associIs
quality
see
this. The
They are corking good shoes. An) body can
ation of the State Insurance Ufe Inright there and When It comej to style and fit, they are so conspicuous
surance company.
that it Is impossible to overlook them. We show the latest models
W .11. Walton, one of the democratIn all the popular leathers, Dongola, Vicl Kid. Patent Kid, Patent
ic lenders of Grant county, left this
morning for Santa Fe, after having
Colt, Gun Metal and Box Calf with light, medium or heavy soles, lace
spent several days in the city
or button, low or high heels.
with local politicians.
$3.50
$4.00
$3.00
$2.75
Men' Drew Shoes
Miss Rexer of this city is today expecting a visit from her father, Fred
3.00
2.50
2.00
4.85
Men' Heavy Shoe
sister, Miss Isabel RexRexer, and
5.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
er, both of De Graf, Ohio. They are
Women' Dress Shoes
expected to remain here for some
3.50
3.00
1.75
2.25
Women' Street Shoes
time.
1.85
2.25
1.00
1.50
Shoe for Girl
There will be a parlor meeting of
the Albuquerque W. C. T. U. at the
2.50
1.25
1.50
2.00
Shoes for BOy
home of Mrs. Pitt Ross, of West Railroad avenue, tomorrow afternoon. It
1.25
1.00
.75
50
Shoes for Babies
Is hoped that a large attendance will
be present.
The Las Vegas Optic says: The
condition of Cristobal Sanchez at the
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
asylum Is noticeably impoved; and
Mrs. Carrie La Driere has left the
eleemosynary Institution for AlbuwTien purchased at F. F. Trotter's querque, N. M.
Miss Katherine Bass of Mitchell,
grocery store, are sure to bring the
father Is
right flavor to all dishes Into which Ind., accompanied by her
spending the day in the city, en route
they enter. This Is because we
to Demlng, N. .., where she expects
procure tne best manufactured. to spend the winter, Tlwy are friends
e And out first what brands are re- of Beech Crawford of the Alvarado
liable and personally guarantee them.
The officers and teachers of the
Congregational Sunday school will
hold a reception In the church parlors tonight to the parents of the Sunday school scholars. A cordial Invitation is also extended to other friends
and strangers in the city.
Moe. 118 and '120 South Second street.
youngest
Harris,
Stella
Miss
i' JuuW'f
daughter of Mrs. H. V. Harris, of
North Second street, left this morn
Ing for St. Louis to enter the convent
MAYNARD
Y.
T.
HICKOX.
GEO. W.
of Visitation, which Is one of th
leading Catholic schools for girls in
The Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
Missouri.
Mr. R. Y.Short left Albuquerque
last night on a month's visiting tour.
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
make
to
In
order
Mrs. Short will stop at Topeka with
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of
WATCHES, STERLING
her son, Frank Short, formerly of tnis
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
good
people
to
the
place, she also contemplates visiting
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered
in Kansas City and at her old homo
l&7v--.i'-of Albuquerque.
in California, Mo.
Hickox-Maynar- d
John
Clark of the Benham In
dian Trading company nnd wife left
this morning for a month's jaunt over
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
the east, Mr. Clark on business and
mend In Your Watehom tor Repair
They will
Mrs. Clark for pleasure.
thirty
city
about
from
the
absent
be
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Harry Fouts, ticket clerk at the lo-cal station, went to Algodones this
morning and masqueraded as a hunter to see what he could do In the way
of shooting a few ducks, which are
reported very plentiful on the ponds
in the upper Rio Grande valley.
The Albuquerque Press Brick and
Tile company yesterday opened a new
kiln of 150,000 of as fine pressed brick
as has ever been seen In the south-- j
west. A large number of the kiln has
been sold to the Chas. Ufeld company
for a new addition to the building
now going up on East Railroad av- -j
enue.
Today's arrivals from the north re-- !
port cold weather in Colorado and
A cold rain
northern New Mexico.
falling in the above mentioned dis
trict yesterday turned Into snow and
sleet last night. The cold breeze
blowing here this morning came from
snow in the mountains,
Charles Hunt, the El Paso stockman, passed through the city this
morning en route to Colorado Springs
for the purpose of disposing of a
large number of cattle he has been
holding in southern Colorado. Ralph
Hunt, who has been staying with the
cattle, will return to Albuquerque as
soon as the stuff is disposed of.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Peck have re-- I
turned from Reading, Pa., where Mrs.
Peck went a couple of months ago
as Miss Sarah Meyers to visit friends,
and Mr. Peck went a fe weeks later
In a state of bachelorhood. The mar-- I
riage took place September 4 at the
home of a relative of the bride. Mr.
Peck is an employe at the local Santa
Fe shops.
Dr. B. Siler, professor of
of the University of Berlin, and one of the most noted scientists of Germany, is a guest at the Alvarado. to remain several days. His
wife accompanies him, and together
they will visit the ancient pueblos of
for the
New Mexico, the professor
purpose of studying the modes of living of the Indians and other characteristics of the American aborigines.
"An Elopement," or "The Runaway
Couple," is the bill at the Elks opera
house tnntirlit. "Pana's Baby," the
bill last night, was one of the funniest
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HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
"

SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING
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HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
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THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
rour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

i
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oThe Early Buyer Catches the best

Stein-Bloc- h
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Tailors,
Our Fall Suits and Overcoats made especially for us by the
minute,
master-tailored
They
to
the
and
examined.
fashioned
are
ready
be
to
are
need not buy
They will fit you and wear you without wrinkle or break. Come ou
in-y-

MEN'S UNDERWEAR
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Men's

All-Wo-

Non-Shrinkab-
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There yill be a regular meeting to
night of Harmony Ixdge No. 1, 1. O.
O. F., at 7:30 o'clock. There will be
initiation.
Col. W, M, Berger, secretary of the
Helen improvement and Townsite com
pany, is in the city today on business
Rv..J. M. Sollie of the Highland
Methodist church, returned from his
western trip last night.
Mrs. W, E. Dame was a passenger
for Santa Fe yesterday.
C. L. Thayer, from the mining camp
at Golden, arrived in town yesterday.
THE

MERCHANT

Mr. De Grasse

IT

MAY

Respectfully Yours,

Learnard

Smart Styles are Radically Different From
Any Previous Productions For Years Past
HERE are many attractive Rtyle features about the new nodes
for men. Perhaps the most significant is the tendency togarment. History repeats Itself, and
ward the
the smart styles for Fall and Winter are a faint suggestion of those
that prevailed In the time of Louis XV.
We invite the interest of men of particular taste In the preienta-tio,
we
of our new H. S. & M. styles. When we say
refer to the backs of the coats.
In other respects, they have the roominess which has characterized the styles of the past two seasons. They are large, with good
g
length, close-fittincollar, long and rather broad lapels, and a
back, with flared skirts.
If you find this a little early to make your Fall purchases, we
will be glad to set aside such garments as you may select. You will
In. this way obtain the benefit of a selection from the most exclusive
patterns which we will show for the present season, and which doubtless will be quickly sold.
'

form-fittin-

Lindemann
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Pertinent Points
in VI en's Modes

CONCERN:

We are prepared to supply the music trade of
this city and the territories of New Mexico and
Arizona. May we not
be favored with your
patronage?

206 West Gold Avenue
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W. H. HAHN & CO.
Wholeeelo and Rotall

Coal and Coke
Best American Block
Hard Nut Coal
Larger 8ize
Domestic Gas Coke
Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood,

per

load

Phones

3.00

8ize.

Auto. 416

Black, 280

$15.00 to $30.00

Z.75

Alio Native Stove Wood and Kindling
In All

H. S. & M. SUITS

$6.50
8.50
9.50
6.00
$2.25

Factory Blocks, per load

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

i See Our Coal Saving Heaters--

We

Carry a Large Line of

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

in

Are you looking for something swell
in women's footwear? We have just

received a line of patent kid, button
shoes with dull tops, light or extension soles, made on the newest lasts,
which we are sure will please you.
They are perfect fitters and will uive
the proper finish to your new fall
dress. Price $4. C. May's Shoe Store,
314 West Railroad avenue.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

COLORADO PHONE 74

AUTOMATIC PHONE 846

I
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Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

All-Wo-

S
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HIM

Wholesale Hardware
Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,
Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill
Mail us your
Supplies,

(9
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SATURDAY'S
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

mouth rirmt
lie,403,117.North
4oi.
rirttmtroot

mtroot

113,

SPECIAL SALE.

lbs. of sweet potatoes
New pancake flour, per pke
11

25c

lie THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

pint Jar of strained honey
20c
3 bottles of pickles
25c
1 lb. of .Whiter
15c
Maker's Cocoa
1 pkg. of Force
and 1 pkg. of Grape
Nuts
25c
Strawberries, per can
20c
2 cans of plums
25c
S cans of sardines
25c
Large cans of cream
9c
Large pkg. of oat flakes
25c
Try "Diadem," our new brand of
fancy rream butter; it is the best
that pure cream nnd an up to date
creamery can produce.
1

e

THE MAZE
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
o
range for $15 on installD.
J.
Emmons, the furniturt

STEWARD-LAMMADAM
NOUNCES A DISPLAY
OF
AND MISSES' HATS
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6.

tickets bought, solq

R.R. aoTo.

BAM BROOK BROS., Rropm.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at spoclal rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John 8t. ROSENFIEID'S,
FEE'S
CANDIES,

STORE.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S

E

Highland Rooming House
MRS- - M.

Traataetlom
Guaranteed

E. HtlNDL,

Prop.

ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
JUST
.TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.

8 W. R, R. Ave, New Building, New Furniture, Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
With the Place Brand New.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
DRUG
'AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

SOLOMON

1

1

T.

LL'NA,

C

NEAD,

Treasurer and Maoajer

Mcintosh Hardware Company

ANCHIL-DREN'-

S

FOR

The Woman's Exchange Is the only
place in the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
pies baked on paprus pie plates. Wo401

West Railroad

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

d

93.50
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E. L. WASHBURN CO.
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The .final race of the Breen-Lons- dale series will be raced at the Tent
rink tonight. Don't miss it.

man's Exchange,

$6.50

g

Wiyfcney Company

OF VENICE

his elaborutee
production of "The Merchant of Venice" will be seen at the opera house
on October 10.
Manager Matson U
emphatic in declaring that from a
scenic and costuming standpoint no
similar road attraction is more lav
ishly equipped than this. It is stated
that no expense has been spared In
mounting the piece. Mr. De Grasse,
believing that what Is worth doing at
all is worth doing well, has given
most careful consideration to even
the minutest detail of this production.
All who have seen this attraction in
other cities have stamped It with the
mark of approval.

Four-hol-

per

Underwear, best made, suit

SI. 25

TO WHOM

fcofl.

5,

U. F. Adams.

avenue.

Double-Breaste-

Underwear,
Men's

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

home-cooke-

suit

UNION SUITS IN ALL WEIGHTS
Wmt Gold

Grey

ol

thing out, and the scarcely hundred
Intrepid souls who braved the prevailing rainy weather had a good
laugh for their money. The specialties by the three Sisters Kelcey and
trio were ns bright
tho
and entertaining as usual, the dancing girls coming out In another
ehange of stnnnlnjc costume. The
are the clever-es- t
three Sisters
song and dunce artists who have
visited the Klks' for some time.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell left last
night to be absent from the territory
several weeks. After a short visit to
Santa Fe he will leave for New York
City, where the major portion of his
visit will bo spent.
T. S. Bull after a two days' visit to
Allmqui rque left last night for El
Paso. Mr. Hull represents the Gra
ham Paper company of St. Louis and
is down here looking after his trade.
Mrs. Oscar Watson returned to San
ta Fe Yesterday after a short visit to
her mother, Mrs. Thomas Hughes,
who is recovering from a spell of
sickness, at one time very serious.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman of
the territorial republican central committee, passed through the city yesterday en route north from a visit to
his home at Socorro.
Regular services at Temple Albert
this evening (Friday) at 7:45. "That
the Children May Iearn" will be the
subject of Dr. Kaplan's lecture. The
public Is welcome.
Johnny Mclntyre, proprietor of one
of the largest general merchandise
stores In San Antonio, N. M., was
among this morning's arrivals from
the south.
There will be a regular meeting of
Adah chapter No. 6, O. E. S., this evening at 7:30 o'clock. By order of
worthy matron. Laura Fluke, secretary.
Dr. Frederick Dobyns, formerly of
Johns Hopkins hospital, Baltimore, is
in the city. The doctor will probably
locate In Albuquerque.
Mrs. Ed Harsch left Wednesday for
Port Huron, Mich., on receipt of a
telegram, announcing the serious illness of her mother.
A meeting of the ladles of the O.
A. R., wn.s held this afternoon at the
residence of Mrs. J. C. Marshall, 121
South Arno street.
Dr. I'. G. Cornish is expected here
tomorrow morning. He has been In
New York and other eastern cities for
several weeks.
Edward Farr, the stock buyer, re
turned to the city this morning from
a business trip to the southern part
or the territory.
A. M. Dally, Jr., spent yesterday in
Albuquerque. He Is returning from
Manila, Philippine Islands, to his home
In the east.
Hon. V. S. Amis, state senator
from Arkansas, is spending a few
days In the city the guest of Judge

ments.
mau.

We have it in case lots from the best makes in America.
Men's Fleeced Heavy Underwear
ip 1,Ou
per suit
Men's Grey or Brown Ribbed Un- derwear, per suit . . . SI .50
Men's Grey Wool Extra Heavy
Underwear, per suit . .
2.50

CITIZEN.

s"

Ready for the First Frost !
iin

EVENING

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR.
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
ORCHARD
APPLE"
AT SMALL COSTT
N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

Aik for JAFFA'S KRACK KREA!
take no other.

22
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JOBBERS OF
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Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.
A

KREAM

Citizen Want ad does the work

Try one.

,s

Hardware, Stoves and Tinware

If you want results la advertising
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
BREAD and

Second

t4

JAlbuquerque,

New Mexico

